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ABSTRACT
As urbanization rapidly expands and climate change appears to contribute to more ex-
treme rainfall events, the stress on urban wastewater systems increases. In particular, urban
flooding and river water quality degradation due to combined sewer overflows (CSOs) are
prevailing problems in urban areas worldwide. In this study we have developed an integrated
hydrologic-hydraulic and water quality modeling framework coupled with an evolutionary
multiobjective optimization algorithm to provide decision support for the minimization of
both the pollutant load of CSOs and the risk of basement and street flooding. We first
implemented a computationally efficient model that predicts the volume, frequency, and du-
ration of CSOs. The model uses an existing probabilistic approach to simulate the hydrologic
response of the combined sewer system in combination with a developed surrogate hydraulic
model that solves the flow through the dropshafts, the deep tunnel, and outfall structures.
We used this probabilistic framework to develop a model capable of simulating the fate and
transport of non-conservative constituents in highly urbanized areas. This novel approach
reproduces the same outcomes as deterministic models yet it reduces the computational time,
requires less information and has the ability to track uncertainty in the predicted response.
This framework is then utilized to perform a holistic analysis that involves not only wa-
ter volume but also water quality through a multiobjective optimization. The optimization
model is applied in a section of the Chicago combined sewer and tunnel system. We found
that adaptive management for the operation of the sluice gate was successful in alleviating
the pollutant load to the river by giving priority to the most polluted water to be stored in
the tunnel system. However, the operation of the gate did not have a major effect on the risk
of basement and street flooding. We examined the effect of climate change on the operation
of the system and found that more storage capacity was needed in the tunnel to maintain
similar constituent loads at the outfall, in response to more extreme rainfall events. Results
from this research are useful for both scientists and managers to improve the understand-
ing of constituent transport in urban watersheds, and to enhance decision making for the
management of urban drainage systems.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Problem Statement
As urbanization rapidly expands and climate change appears to contribute to more extreme
rainfall events, the stress on urban wastewater systems increases. Urban flooding and river
water quality degradation are prevailing problems that many urban areas face. In older
metropolitan areas, the sudden population growth and inadequate urban development has
resulted in complex urban drainage systems. These systems were predominantly combined, in
which both sanitary and storm flow are conveyed through the same pipes. In such systems,
under regular flow conditions, the urban watershed and combined sewer networks drain
to interceptor lines that convey wastewater to treatment plants. However, during heavy
rainfalls, the combined inflow exceeds the capacity of the sewer system and the treatment
plants, allowing excess flow to either: i)overflow to the waterways resulting in a combined
sewer overflow (CSO), or ii) back up into the interceptor and sewer system causing street
and basement flooding.
On one hand, CSOs to the waterways provide relief for the excess flow in the sewer system,
therefore reducing the number and extent of sewer backups and flooding [MWRD, 2010].
However, on the other hand, CSOs are a major pollution source in urban rivers and lakes
[U.S Enviromental Protection Agency, 2004]. Many cities with combined sewer systems
face these problems, and concern has grown over increasing pollution in the waterways,
resulting from CSOs. Therefore the aim of the municipal drainage systems has broadened
from maintaining public health and preventing flooding to include pollution control and
waterways preservation. The latter lead to the adoption of grey and green infrastructure
alternatives to both increase the storage capacity of the drainage systems and to delay and
reduce the stormwater runoff.
Deep tunnels and reservoirs are a popular example of grey infrastructure that has been
added to regular sewer systems to capture and store potential overflows generated during
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intense rainfall events until the wastewater treatment plants have enough capacity for treat-
ment [Dalton and Rimkus, 1985, Koncza et al., 1983, Parthum, 1970, Razak and Christensen,
2001]. Likewise, the addition of green infrastructure (i.e green roofs, green gardens) in urban
areas has gained popularity as they represent more attractive and less costly alternatives.
Several existing numerical models, capable of simulating the hydrologic and hydraulic
behavior of sewer systems under different hydrologic conditions: EPA SWMM [Rossman,
2010], Infoworks-CS [Wallingford Software Ltd., 2006], DHI Mouse [Danish Hydraulic In-
stitute (DHI), 2007], and additional models have been developed to represent deep tunnel
hydraulics [Glovick et al., 2003, Leon et al., 2011, Politano et al., 2007]. The movement
towards real-time operation and optimization strategies demanded the need of surrogate
models which are computationally more efficient. The application of such models for real-
time operation has proved successful in reducing the volume of CSOs to rivers, [Cembrano
et al., 2004, Darsono and Labadie, 2007, Duchesne et al., 2001, 2004, Zimmer et al., 2010].
However, these studies did not include the water quality of CSOs, and also the effect of the
river water level in controlling the CSOs at the outfalls was not considered. This study im-
plements a simplified stepwise-steady hydraulic routing model to estimate system flow rates
and water levels at each time step taking into account the interaction between the sewer
system, deep tunnels, and river.
Integrated urban water management and the growing impact of urban wastewater on the
quality of receiving water bodies demanded the need for water quality modeling tools for
sewer systems. Commercial software such as MIKE [Danish Hydraulic Institute (DHI), 2007],
and Infoworks-CS [Wallingford Software Ltd., 2006], now have the ability to simulate the
flow and water-quality interactions between overland flow, pipe sewer flow, and river stream
flow. However, these models are not open source and due to their complexity they demand
more data collection and paramaters for validation. A model similar to the widely accepted
SWMM model [Rossman, 2010] could be used, but for large combined sewer systems, this
model may not have the benefits of a simplified model, as it requires data for every pipe
and overland area. This work implements a simplified probabilistic based hydrologic water
quality model to determine the fate and transport of constituents in combined sewer systems.
The greater metropolitan district of Chicago has undergone rapid population increases
since 1900 as the population increased, so did the waste and pollution into its rivers. As
Chicago developed, Lake Michigan, ”the primary drinking water supply”, was at high risk
of being polluted by the wastewater flowing to the Chicago River and eventually to the lake.
As a mitigation strategy, the Chicago and Calumet Rivers were disconnected from Lake
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Michigan with the construction of locks and 56 miles of canals that connect to rivers flowing
away from the lake. Despite the reversal of the Chicago River, and even the construction of
the largest wastewater treatment plant in the world, CSOs continued polluting the rivers,
and eventually Lake Michigan [U.S Enviromental Protection Agency, 1988]. Additionally,
frequent combined sewage backups into basements and streets prevailed [MWRD, 2010]. To
capture and store a large volume of CSOs, the Tunnel and Reservoir Plan (TARP) was
adopted to hold the first flush of combined sewage excess that cannot be processed at the
Water Reclamation Plants (WRPs). Occasionally, under extreme rainfall events, this system
reaches capacity and overflows to the river occur. However, as the conveyance capacity of
the river is limited, at various discharge points the water level may rise to a level sufficient
to submerge the outfall, thereby reducing the rate of discharge from the outfall. This can
lead to flow backups and surcharged sewer pipes,thus, increasing the risk of basement and
street flooding.
For the system in Chicago, not only CSOs and basement backups need to be controlled
and minimized, but also flow instabilities in the deep tunnel system [Catano-Lopera et al.,
2014] need to be prevented. A rapid tunnel-filling situation is prone to rapid air entrapment
and geysering [Vasconcelos and Wright, 2006]. Thus, unstable behavior at pressurization
may be prevented by limiting the inflow to the tunnel system [Guo and Song, 1990]. Sluice
gates restrict water flow to the tunnel and their operation is critical not only for preventing
flow instabilities in the tunnel network but also to control overflows to the river and sewer
backups.
Given the size and complex geometry and connectivity of the TARP system, its operation
is one of the biggest challenges that the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater
Chicago (MWRD)has been facing since TARP became operational. Despite the magnitude
of the existing infrastructure, operation of the system is based on conservative decisions, and
only a fraction of the installed storage capacity is used to prevent transient conditions and
ultimately avoid geysering events which have occasionally occurred in the system [Catano-
Lopera et al., 2014]. In a recent study of the Mainstream and Des Plaines TARP system
[Luo et al., 2014], it was found that current operation of the system resulted in large volumes
of CSOs, despite storage capacity remaining in the TARP system. This results confirmed
that operation heavily relies on expertise of MWRD staff and is not supported by integrative
modeling tools to predict the response of the system to interventions and real time control
and forecast. The implementation of a real-time decision support system for CSOs reduction
was presented by Zimmer [2013]. The modeling approach proposed in this research departs
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from the work presented by Zimmer [2013] in that even though real time control is not
considered, two critical issues are addressed: i) reduced discharge capacity due to backwater
effects at the river outfalls for reliable predictions of the volume and frequency of CSOs and
street and basement flooding; and ii) the evaluation of the water quality of the CSOs and
its reduction based on the pollutant load.
This research seeks to develop an integrated hydrologic-hydraulic and water quality mod-
eling framework and combine it with an evolutionary multiobjective optimization algorithm
to provide decision support for the minimization of both the pollutant load of CSOs and
the risk of basement and street flooding. The optimization of the system is intended to give
priority to storing highly polluted flows in the tunnel system while storage capacity is still
available but preventing unstable behavior. In this study, application of the integrated model
and multiple objective control aims to provide decision makers with a detail understanding of
the trade-offs between minimizing: i) the CSO pollutant load to the river and basement and
street flooding, and ii) the flow into the tunnel system, during extreme hydrologic events.
Decision makers may then evaluate the effectiveness of the tunnel system in reducing the
pollutant load of CSOs as well as local flooding for different operation scenarios, and select
the best alternative.
The proposed modeling framework was initially implemented for the Lawrence Avenue
Underflow Sewer System (LAUSS) which was the first deep tunnel system built in Chicago.
This system drains a large combined sewer area, it is connected with the Mainstream tunnel
system and overflows to the Chicago River. The Mainstream tunnel has approximately 115
dropshafts connections and outflow points to the Chicago River and the LAUSS is one of
them. During intense storm events the capacity in the Mainstream system is limited which
restricts the inflow rate. Therefore, giving priority to highly polluted flows from contributing
areas to be stored in the tunnel is desired. Being the LAUSS one of the major contributors
to the Mainstream system and given the data and operation records available for its analysis,
make this system an ideal place to test the proposed model and apply the multiobjective
optimization framework.
1.2 Research objectives
The objective of this study is to implement a hydrologic, hydraulic and water qual-
ity model coupled with a multiobjective evolutionary optimization algorithm to
provide a decision support tool to minimize the pollutant load of CSOs to the
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river as well as the extent of local flooding.
To achieve this objective the study is divided in the following three tasks:
• Task 1: Implement a 1-D simplified hydraulic model capable of capturing the interac-
tion between the sewer system, deep tunnels, and river. Utilize this model to evaluate
the hydraulic behavior in a section of the tunnel system with known combined sewer
overflows (CSOs) to the river by considering the feedbacks between the urban drainage
and river systems.
• Task 2: Develop a simplified water quality model capable of simulating the fate and
transport of constituents in the combined sewer system.
• Task 3: Analyze how the operation of the system affects the trade-off between pollutant
load of CSOs, and the flow into the tunnel system during extreme rainfall events. In
addition, this task is intended to provide insight into the extent of local flooding in the
combined sewer areas.
Chapter 2 describes the implementation and application of the hydrologic and hydraulic
modeling framework utilized to predict CSOs. A detail description of the water quality model
developed to simulate the fate and transport of BOD and DO in combined sewer systems
is presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 focuses on the final task of this research, showing
the capabilities of optimization algorithms in providing a set of alternatives to operate the
system based on multiple objectives. Finally, chapter 5 summarizes findings of this research,
and Chapter 6 describes suggested future work.
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CHAPTER 2
INNOVATIVE MODELING FRAMEWORK FOR
COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOWS PREDICTION
Combined sewer overflows (CSOs) and street flooding are undesirable consequences of insufficient
capacity of sewer networks and wastewater systems. These conditions degrade the water quality
of the receiving waters, potentially damage infrastructure, and threaten public health. Significant
efforts to prevent CSOs and alleviate flooding have been undertaken in Chicago, with the construc-
tion of the tunnel and reservoir plan (TARP). This study analyses the hydraulic response of the first
tunnel built in Chicago ”The Lawrence Avenue Tunnel” through a framework of hydrological and
hydraulic models. This framework proved effective in CSOs volume, frequency and duration pre-
diction as it yields simulation results of existing conditions that match well with available records.
The findings also provide insights into the importance of system operation on CSOs occurrence and
magnitude. Adaptive management of the tunnel during storm events is recommended to minimize
the impact of CSOs.
2.1 Introduction
Urban flooding and river water quality degradation are problems that many large cities face. Ex-
tensive population growth and its inadequate urban development result in complex urban drainage
systems composed of a mixture of sanitary, storm, and predominantly combined sewer networks.
Under regular flow conditions, combined sewer flow is conveyed to wastewater treatment plants.
However, under high flow conditions resulting from rainfall, the sewer networks and wastewater
treatment plants surpass their capacity, causing excess wastewater to overflow to the waterways or
back up into the sewer system, causing street flooding [Nan´ıa et al., 2014]. Many large cities in the
world with combined sewer systems face these problems, and concern has grown over increasing
pollution in the waterways, resulting from combined sewer overflows (CSOs) [U.S Enviromental
Protection Agency, 1988]. This issue has led to the adoption in some cities of innovative wastew-
ater temporary storage facilities, typically made of a system of tunnels and reservoirs [Dalton and
Rimkus, 1985, Koncza et al., 1983, Parthum, 1970, Razak and Christensen, 2001].
In order to gain understanding of how urban wastewater systems behave, and how to operate
them, many numerical models that are capable of simulating the hydrologic and hydraulic be-
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havior of the sewer networks have been developed: EPA SWMM [Rossman, 2010], Infoworks-CS
[Wallingford Software Ltd., 2006], DHI Mouse [DHI Software, 2003]. Additional models have been
developed to represent tunnel hydraulics [Glovick et al., 2003, Leon et al., 2011, Politano et al.,
2007]. In the last few years, traditional urban hydrologic and hydraulic models have moved towards
real-time operation and optimization strategies. These later techniques have prove successful in
reducing the volume of CSOs [Cembrano et al., 2004, Darsono and Labadie, 2007, Duchesne et al.,
2001, 2004, Zimmer et al., 2010].
Although sewer networks, large tunnels, and rivers are interconnected pieces of an urban drainage
system they still have been most often studied independently; few studies have highlighted the
importance of modeling and optimizing an integrated drainage system to minimize river pollution
from urban wastewater systems [Butler and Schutze, 2005, Fu et al., 2008, Meirlaen et al., 2002,
Rauch and Harremoes, 1999, Vanrolleghem et al., 2005, Weyand, 2002]. The network of combined
sewers is usually connected with a deeper tunnel network through connecting structures. These
structures are a key element of the system, effectively distributing flow between the sewer networks,
the deep tunnels, and the outfalls to the river. They are typically equipped with gates: sluice gates
control the flow into the tunnels, and tide gates at the outfalls to prevent water backups from
the river. Few studies have observed the effect of gate operation in such complex urban drainage
systems. Loucks et al. [2004] used real time control as an efficient strategy to minimize the likelihood
of sewer overflows by maximizing the use of the available storage in the Milwaukee’s tunnel system.
Pleau et al. [2005] proved the benefits of real time control as a cost effective solution to reduce the
frequency and volume of CSOs in the Quebec Urban Community’s (QUC) Westerly sewer network.
Moreover, Zimmer et al. [2013] developed a numerical model based on oﬄine approximations of the
Saint Venant mass and momentum equations to predict CSOs, and used this model in combination
with model predictive control genetic algorithms to successfully reduce the ocurrence of CSOs
by optimizing the operation of the sluice gates in a portion of the Chicago combined interceptor
sewer and tunnel system [Zimmer, 2013]. However, the aforementioned studies have considered the
outfalls to rivers as free flow, thus ignoring the effect of the river level in controlling the CSOs at
the outfalls and overpredicting, in most cases CSO volumes.
The purpose of this study is to understand and describe the frequency and volume of CSOs as
well as to evaluate the operation of the gates and its effect in controlling the occurrence of CSOs.
The Lawrence Avenue Tunnel which is the first deep tunnel system built in Chicago [Koncza et al.,
1980] was selected as a case study. To this end a framework combining hydrologic and hydraulic
models was utilized. The hydrology was modeled using the stochastic urban hydrologic model of
Cantone and Schmidt [2011]. This model provided a runoff hydrograph which was used as input
for the hydraulic models. SWMM [Rossman, 2010] was used first to simulate the hydraulics in
the interceptors and the high-level tunnels. Then a hydraulic model developed at UIUC was used
to simulate the flow through the connecting structures, the tunnel network and the outfall to the
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river, taking into account the connectivity between all the elements, and including the operation
of the gates. In addition, the commercial model InfoWorks-CS [Wallingford Software Ltd., 2006]
was used to validate some of the results obtained in this work. These models not only permitted
us to simulate the hydraulic response of the tunnel system to extreme hydrologic and operation
conditions but also proved to be an effective tool for CSO predictions.
2.2 Study Area
Short tunneling history in Chicago started in 1867 with a water tunnel designed to supply Lake
Michigan’s water to the city’s first pumping station. As time passed the purpose of tunneling in
Chicago shifted from fresh water supply to temporary storage and transport of storm and waste
water during high intensity rainfall events. In 1947 a program known as the auxiliary outlet sewers
started in the city of Chicago with the aim of increasing the discharge capability of the existing
drainage system. The Lawrence Avenue Underflow Sewer System (LAUSS)was designed as a part
of this program in order to provide flood relief for a 31km2 area located in the north-west corner of
the city of Chicago [Koncza et al., 1980]. The conception of this system was to intercept combined
sewer overflows prior to their entrance to the waterways and convey them into a deep tunnel.
However, it was not until 1966 when this idea became a reality with the LAUSS construction.
Within the LAUSS service area lays a complex system of hydraulic infrastructure that captures
and conveys both storm water and wastewater. The total storage in the tunnel is about 113, 280m3.
The system consists of four levels as outlined in Figure 2.1 and detailed below.
(1) 7, 852m of a rock bored concrete lined tunnel located 61-76m below the surface of Lawrence
Avenue. The main tunnel is 3859m long and 4.20m in diameter connected to a 2786m long
egg-shaped section, 4.72m in width and 5.92m in height. A 1207m long, 4.20m diameter branch
tunnel extends from south to north where it joins to the main branch. It has ten inlet shafts and
a 9.15m outlet shaft that overflows to the Chicago River through a triple barrel CSO outfall.
Just upstream from the outlet shaft the Lawrence Avenue Tunnel connects with a 112.8m long-
branch tunnel that connects to the tunnel and reservoir plan (TARP) system. There is a gate
chamber located 27.4m downstream from the junction with a pair of 2.75m wide sluice gates
to control the flow that passes from the Lawrence Avenue tunnel to the TARP system.
(2) 5486m of high-level tunnels in earth up to 2m in diameter that provide relief for excess combined
sewer flow and convey it to the main tunnel.
(3) 10743m long interceptor up to 2.75m in diameter that conveys flow to the Terrence J. O’Brien
Water Reclamation Plant.
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(4) Hundreds of inlets, manholes and sewer conduits varying from 0.25m to 2.6m in diameter which
are connected to either the interceptor, the high-level tunnels or directly to a drop shaft as
shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Study area: Lawrence Avenue underflow sewer system.
2.3 Modeling Methodology
Different modeling tools were combined to simulate the hydrologic and hydraulic behavior of the
LAUSS. The modeling framework utilized in this study is highlighted in Figure 2.2 and each model
is described in detail in the following subsections.
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Figure 2.2: Hydrologic and hydraulic modeling framework used to predict CSOs in the
Lawrence Avenue tunnel system.
2.3.1 Hydrologic Model
The Illinois Urban Hydrologic Model (IUHM) [Cantone, 2010, Cantone and Schmidt, 2011], was
developed at UIUC. It is an innovative probabilistic approach to predict the runoff hydrograph from
combined sewer areas. This model relies on the Geomorphologic Instantaneous Unit Hydrograph
(GIUH) concept developed by Rodriguez-Iturbe and Valdes [1979] to determine the hydrologic
response of urban catchments. The basic idea of GIUH is that the hydrologic response of a natural
watershed is related to the topological structure of the basin. Following the same concept, Cantone
and Schmidt [2011] assumed that the hydrologic response of an urban catchment is linked to the
structure of the sewer system that conveys flow through the catchment to its outlet. Using the
Strahler ordering procedure [Strahler, 1957], different possible flow paths defined by a sequence of
states, either overland or conduit state. IUHM uses the Green-Ampt method for infiltration, and
flow is assumed to flow from pervious to impervious regions. When water falls on the catchment,
it follows one of the predefined paths from lower to higher order until it reaches the outlet of the
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sewer system. Overland as well as conduit travel times are calculated using the expanded kinematic
wave assumption [Lee and Yen, 1997, Saco and Kumar, 2004]. The travel time probability density
function and path probabilities are combined to determine the network impulse response function
for the catchment, which is finally combined with the excess runoff of all possible paths to obtain
the direct runoff hydrograph for the catchment.
IUHM proved accurate on estimating the runoff hydrograph of combined sewer systems using
only a sub-sample constituting as little as 30% of the data that deterministic models would need
[Cantone, 2010]. For the case of Chicago, limited conduit slope information was available for most
of the sewer network. The IUHM model has been tested and widely applied for the hydrologic
modeling of the TARP system [Cantone et al., 2011, Luo et al., 2014], therefore this model was
selected to predict the runoff hydrograph for each service area contributing to the dropshafts in the
LAUSS.
2.3.2 Hydraulic Models
Interceptor and high-level sewers model
The LAUSS includes an interceptor system as well as four separate high-level tunnel networks, as
depicted in Figure 2.1. SWMM 5.0 [Rossman, 2010], was used to simulate the hydraulics of these
systems. Not only has this model been extensively used for this type of modeling [Chen et al.,
2005, 2004], but it is also a free software that solves the fully dynamic wave equation and is capable
of handling unsteady flow and backwater effects. The inputs to the model were the IUHM output
hydrographs and the corresponding dry weather flow hydrographs for each subcatchment.
Connecting Structures and Tunnel Model
A model was developed to simulate the hydraulics of connecting structures (TXC). The main
purpose of the model is to distribute the sewer and interceptor overflows going into the cham-
ber between the tunnel and the outfall to the river, taking into account the hydraulic grade line
(HGL) in the tunnel, the river level and the gate settings. To obtain flows and water levels in
the system, TXC uses a stepwise-steady routing approach based on: i) the energy and momentum
equations applied to conduit hydraulics, and ii) the continuity equation for solving chamber levels
and system storage. Conduit Hydraulic Performance Graphs (HPGs) are used to help speed up
the computations [Yen and Gonzales-Castro, 2000]. TXC is capable of handling open channel and
pressurized flow calculations. Thus, TXC is able to model various flow regimes, such as backwater,
surcharging, and reverse flow. Losses in the pipes are accounted using friction slope and Manning’s
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equation while local head losses are accounted via loss coefficients at the connections between pipes
and nodes. It also takes into account the effect of downstream water levels, the storage capacity
of the system, and the effect of control gates. In addition to the connecting structures, TXC can
also resolve simultaneously the tunnel network into which these structures flow, as is the case of
the LAUSS deep tunnel. Little input data is required to run TXC: i) the basic dimensions of the
chambers and conduits, ii) inflow hydrographs at each connecting chamber, iii) tunnel and river
water levels as downstream boundary conditions, and iv) sluice gate opening time series. Option-
ally, when storage needs to be considered, a storage curve (volume vs. depth) can be introduced
in the simulation. The outputs of TXC include stage and flow hydrographs at each chamber and
conduit of the system.
TXC was used to simulate the hydraulics of the portion of the LAUSS comprising of the ten
dropshafts, the deep tunnel network as well as the main gate chamber and the outlet shaft. As
shown in Figure2.3, the dropshafts were modeled as small chambers connected to the tunnel that
flows into one main chamber. The main chamber represents both the outlet shaft and gate chamber,
it holds the storage capacity of the entire tunnel system and distributes the flows between TARP,
through the sluice gates, and the river, through the tide gates.
Figure 2.3: Connecting structures and tunnel model layout. The simulation domain for this
model is shown inside the dashed rectangle.
Additionally, the commercial software InfoWorks-CS (IW) [Wallingford Software Ltd., 2006] was
used to model the tunnel and connecting structures simulated with TXC. The same boundary and
inflow conditions were used in both models. Storage nodes were used to represent the chambers of
the connecting structures and the full solution model was used for the conduits. Continuous losses
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in the conduits are accounted for using a Manning’s roughness (n) of 0.015 [MWRD, 2010], while
local entry and exit loss coefficients were considered to be 0.5 and 1, respectively. The default IW
discharge coefficients for sluice gates and flap valves were used.
2.4 Simulation Cases, Data Inputs, and Boundary Conditions
The Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (MWRD) monitors and keeps
record of the CSOs occurrence from different outfalls in the TARP system including the one located
at the downstream end of the LAUSS. For this study, the records of CSO occurrence during three
historical storm events: 22 − 26 August 2007, 12 − 16 September 2008 and 17 − 20 April 2013,
were provided by MWRD. Each of these storms was selected for different reasons to validate the
results of the connecting structure model and to evaluate the effect of the operation of the gates in
reducing CSOs during these extreme rainfall events. The September 2008 event caused the largest
combined sewer overflow event for Lawrence outfall, while the April 2013 and August 2007 events
represent high-intensity, short-duration and low-intensity, long-duration events, respectively. The
characteristics of each storm event selected for this study are summarized in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Summary of simulated storm events
Storm Event Start Date Start Time Duration Peak Intensity Total Precip.
[h:mm] [h] [mm/h] [mm]
August 2007 22 August 1 : 00 96 36.8 85.1
September 2008 12 September 1 : 00 72 21.1 169.4
April 2013 17 April 0 : 00 48 25.9 164.3
Data utilized for the hydrologic model included rainfall data, soil type, imperviousness, and
a digital elevation model of the service area. Delineation of the service area contributing to each
dropshaft in the system required drawings of the combined sewer area draining to the tunnel system.
For the Chicago urban catchments [Cantone, 2010] found that the conduit and overland travel time
ranged from 1-3 min and from 5-20 min, respectively. Ideally the modeling scale should be of the
same order. However, the most reliable source of rainfall data in Chicago is a network of 25 rain
gauges operated by the Illinois State Water Survey (ISWS) that collect hourly rainfall on an 8 km
x 8 km grid. Therefore, this time scale was utilized to obtain the rainfall hyetographs for each
dropshaft service area using the Thiessen polygon method [Chow et al., 1988].
For the connecting structures and tunnel hydraulic model (TXC), boundary conditions must be
defined for flow coming from upstream, water levels at the most downstream end of the tunnel, and
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river water levels at the outfall. The corresponding outflow hydrograph from either the interceptor
model, or from an IUHM model were used as upstream inflow boundary conditions for TXC.
These incoming hydrographs provided an accurate estimation of the peak flow and the volume of
water entering the system for different storm depths. The water levels at the junction between
the Mainstream tunnel and the Lawrence Avenue tunnel were used as the downstream boundary
condition for TXC.
Unfortunately, measured water levels inside the tunnel network were unavailable; therefore the
water levels were taken from the TARP system hydrologic and hydraulic model developed by UIUC
[Luo et al., 2014]. Measured water levels at the river were available for 22− 25 August 2007 from
a MWRD gauging station located at Lawrence Avenue. For the other two storm events, the three-
dimensional model of the Chicago Area Waterways (CAWS) developed by UIUC [Sinha et al., 2012,
Zhu et al., 2015] served to provide water levels along the river. These assumptions indeed constitute
a limitation yet they were adopted due to a lack of better information. A detail of the hydraulic
model domain, its inflows and downstream water level boundary conditions for the three selected
storm events, is shown in Figure 2.4.
2.5 Results
The framework of hydrologic and hydraulic models described in the previous section was used
to understand and analyze the hydraulic response of the LAUSS to various flow conditions by
simulating three historical events, each having a different duration, intensity, and frequency. The
key point of this study was to evaluate the operation of the gates located at the downstream end of
the Lawrence Avenue tunnel and its effect in controlling CSOs during the three selected historical
storm events. Historical operation of these gates during these time periods was not readily available.
However, as of March 2010, the gates were to be opened to 10% and left in that position unless
the level in the Mainstream tunnel reached the limit at which the gates are automatically closed to
prevent transient conditions and ultimately avoid geysering events which have occasionally occurred
in the system [Catano-Lopera et al., 2014].
For this study, two gate opening scenarios were considered for the analysis: 10% open and fully
closed. The validation of TXC was limited by lack of flow measurements at the outfalls, and water
depth measurements at the interior of the deep tunnel. Therefore, the results from TXC were
compared to an IW model as well as a SWMM 5.0 model implemented with dynamic wave routing
for the same domain.
Figures 2.5a-c show the temporal evolution of water surface elevation at the outlet shaft for the
two gate opening scenarios along with the water surface elevation at the river (red). For the 10%
open scenario, water levels at the outlet shaft rose steadily causing the tunnel to fill up completely
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Figure 2.4: Hydraulic model domain with its inflow hydrographs and downstream water
level boundary conditions for the three selected storm events.
and get pressurized after 41, 30.4 and 26.8-hours of simulation for the August 2007, September 2008
and April 2013 storms, respectively. However, by maintaining the gates at a fixed open position
of 10%, the level at the shaft remained below −30 m, and no overflows to the river resulted from
this scenario. For the scenario when the sluice gates are fully closed, the system pressurized earlier,
after 27, 26.6, and 16.25-hours of the simulation for the August 2007, September 2008, and April
2013 storms, respectively. The system rapidly filled to reach its storage capacity, causing the level
at the shaft to rise to values above 0m; after that time, continuous overflow to the river resulted
for all three storm events.
The plots of water levels in Figures 2.5a-c show a close match between models for all storm
events. In particular, results for the fully closed scenario overlap for the September 2008 and April
2013 storms, while for the August 2007 storm the results from IW and SWMM reached the peak
level 4.5 hours and 11.5 hours later than TXC. For the 10% open scenario, resulting water levels
from the three models resemble each other quite closely, except at the peaks. The IW and SWMM
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water levels reached higher peak values than the ones resulting from TXC. The largest differences
in water level are recorded during the short but intense peak present after 41 hours of simulation
during the August 2007 storm. Based on results from the IW and SWMM simulations during this
peak the water level at the outletshaft rose to −44m, while TXC recorded a maximum peak of
−54m, as indicated in Figure 2.5a. Similarly, as observed in Figure 2.5c during the April 2013
storm the resulting IW and SWMM peak water levels were 5 − 10m higher than the peak levels
obtained with TXC. The reasons for these differences are explored in section 6.2.
Figures 2.5d-f show the flow rate comparison between models for each storm event for the fully
closed scenario. The flow through the outfall conduit to the river is used to compare results for
this scenario. Results for this conduit show a close match between models; however, for all storm
events the CSO hydrograph from TXC starts earlier and results in higher initial peaks than the
other two models. The highest disparity between CSO flow rates simulated with each model is
observed in Figure 2.5d for the August 2007 storm event, where the initial CSO peak after 28 hours
of simulation is only present for TXC. This difference is due to the different flow routing between
the models. While SWMM and IW are run in an unsteady mode, TXC is run in a stepwise-steady
mode, and so it does not consider any routing for the conduits. Consequently, the peak flow
happens earlier and is higher since there is no attenuation effect from the routing as in the other
two models. The effect of unsteady routing is mostly felt during the period of initial tunnel filling;
thus, the difference only happens during the first peak. When comparing the highest peak flow
recorded by each model for the three storm events a similar pattern is observed in Figure 2.5e for
the September 2008 storm. However, during the high intensity August 2007 and April 2013 storm
events, peak flows simulated with TXC tend to be in between higher IW flows and lower SWMM
flows, as observed in the excerpt box of Figures 2.5d,f. The reason for this discrepancy is discussed
in section 6.4.
Flow rate comparisons between models corresponding to each storm event for the 10% open
scenario are shown in Figures 2.5g-i. The flow through the sluice gate directly downstream of the
outlet shaft is used to compare results for this scenario. Results for this gate show a close match
between models except during the first peak of all storms, a period during which TXC predicted
larger flows than the other two models. As explained before, this difference is attributed to the
inability of TXC to consider unsteady routing in the conduits.
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Figure 2.5: Simulated water levels and flow hydrographs comparison for TXC, IW, and
SWMM models during three historical storm events and two sluice gate scenarios. The
close-ups in figures e-i show flow conditions during the first peak of the storm when the
system starts to pressurize. Water levels referred to Chicago city datum, CCD.
2.6 Discussion
2.6.1 Comparison with outfall tide gate opening records
The only data available for validation of the model were gate opening records for the tide gate
located at the outfall. Figures 2.5d-f show the temporal evolution of flow through the outfall for
the fully closed gate scenario. The tide gate opening periods provided by MWRD are marked at
the top of the same figures in black. Even though high river levels up to 2m prevailed during the
peak of the storms as observed in Figures 2.5a-c, the water level in the system remained higher
than the river level as the capacity of the tunnel system was exceeded. The time stamps that mark
the occurrence of CSOs based on model results compared favorably with the records from MWRD.
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In particular, for the September 2008 storm a continuous CSO event is witnessed from 27 hours
after the storm starts until the end of the storm. However, for the other two storm events, the
data from the records showed discontinuous CSO occurrence periods while the simulation results
showed continuous CSO until the end of the simulation period. Nevertheless, from Figures 2.5d-f,
it can be observed that the peak CSOs matched fairly well with the CSO activation periods, and
negligible flow resulted during the periods where no CSO occurrence was reported by MWRD.
The highest disparity between the model results and CSO occurrence records was observed during
the August 2007 storm. As highlighted in Figure 2.5d the first CSO activation happened on August
22 at 22 : 03-hours, around 6 hours earlier than what was found with the model. The last activation
period ended on August 25 at 7 : 52am while the simulation showed a continuous CSO until the
end of the simulation period. The difference in the starting time of CSOs was further investigated,
and it was found that 53 to 84mm of precipitation fell into the system over a 30-hour period
between August 19 until early hours of August 20. This earlier rainfall event was not taken into
account; therefore, the tunnel system was empty at the beginning of the simulation. To complete
the analysis, a new extended simulation from 19 August to 26 August 2007 was performed. Results
from this simulation are shown in Figure 2.6a and c. By having the gates fully closed during the
entire simulation, the first CSO event started on August 19, around 5 hours earlier than what was
recorded by MWRD. Moreover, after the first CSO event the water level at the Lawrence tunnel
remained high and close to the river level for the remaining time of the simulation. This indicated
that the tunnel was indeed full at the beginning of the 22 − 26 August 2007 storm, and therefore
any inflow into the system became a CSO as indicated by MWRD records.
Even though, the time stamps that mark the CSO occurrence from the simulation matched fairly
well with the records for the entire 19− 26 August 2007 storm; the start and end time still differed
from the records. Similarly, from Figure2.5f it can be observed for the April 2013 storm, that
recorded CSOs started later and had a shorter duration than the modeled CSOs. This suggests
that the sluice gates were not fully closed during these two storm events. The main reason for
the discrepancy on the staring time and duration of CSOs between the records and the model is
that no information on how the sluice gates were operated during these storm events exists. The
sluice gate opening is an input to the model and by assuming fully closed conditions we have more
conservative results that over predict the volume and occurrence of CSOs to the river.
To complete the analysis additional simulations with a presumed operation scenario for each of
these two storms were performed. For the August 2007 event, the gates were assumed to be open at
10% during the first 20-hours of simulation and closed for the next 130 hours before re-opening them
to 10% until the end of the storm. Likewise, for the April 2013 the gates were assumed to be open
at 10% during the first 23 hours of simulation and closed for the next 19 hours before re-opening
them to 10% until the end of the storm. As shown with the grey dash line in Figures 2.6c and d,
the simulation results in these scenarios matched with the CSO occurrence records from MWRD.
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It is worth mentioning that the Lawrence Avenue tunnel was under surcharge conditions when the
gates were re-opened. Therefore, a large sudden inflow to the Mainstream tunnel resulted, which
not only might limit its capacity to store CSOs from other areas, but also it might cause undesired
hydraulic instabilities in this system [Catano-Lopera et al., 2014]. However, these phenomena are
out of the scope of this study.
Figure 2.6: Simulated water levels and flow hydrographs for two different sluice gates
operation scenarios during two historical storm events. Water levels referred to Chicago
city datum, CCD.
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2.6.2 Effects of sluice gate discharge coefficient on tunnel water levels
The IW model was selected to validate TXC in predicting flow and stage in the system when the
sluice gates are open to 10%. Figures 2.7 a and b show the comparison for water level at the outlet
shaft and flow through the gates between the two models during the high intense storm events
of August 2007 and April 2013. The water level from the two models resembled each other quite
closely except during the peak of the storms. At this time, large flows over 40 m3/s passed through
the partially open gate causing the IW water level to reach higher values than the TXC water
level. Figure 2.7a indicated that by using the default IW value of Cd = 0.707 for the gate discharge
coefficient, peak water levels generated with TXC are approximately 10m lower than the water
levels obtained with IW despite equivalent flow rates for the two models as observed in Figure 2.7b.
However, by increasing the IW discharge coefficient Cd to 1 the water level at the shaft dropped
to values similar to the ones obtained with TXC. This difference in water levels observed between
the models for higher flows is attributed to the different equations used by each model to calculate
the flow through a sluice gate. The equation used by TXC is continuous and does not require a
Cd coefficient. Calibration of either one of the models was not possible since there are no flow or
stage measurements available for the LAUSS gates.
2.6.3 Analysis of unsteady effects during initial fill up of the tunnel
Figures 2.8 a and b show profiles of the HGL and flow rates for IW and TXC along the Lawrence
Avenue tunnel for three time intervals of the April 2013 storm event. These time intervals corre-
spond with the first peak of the storm, happening between hours 16 and 17. This set of water level
and flow rate figures serves to show one of the differences between the two models in predicting
flow behavior in the tunnel when the system starts to fill up, mainly due to unsteady effects. Based
on TXC results, the system filled up quicker and the tunnel conduits reached surcharge conditions
faster than IW results. For instance, as observed in Figure 2.8a, the tunnel conduits between drop-
shafts 5 to 9 were already full according to TXC during the first time interval. Yet, only tunnel
conduits between dropshafts 8 and 9 showed surcharge conditions based on IW results. While
the resulting slope of the HGL is always positive for TXC, the slope of the IW HGL is negative
between dropshafts 5 and 9. For the next time interval, the resulting HGL for TXC increased
maintaining almost the same slope as the previous time interval. However, for the initial section
of tunnel between dropshafts 1 and 3 the slope flattened out. IW results yielded a larger rate of
increase in the HGL between these two time intervals. Yet, at the upstream section of the tunnel
between dropshafts 1 and 4 the rate of increase is much lower. All system conduits were full based
on TXC, while the upstream conduit between dropshafts 1 and 2 was still flowing free based on
the IW model results. As the IW HGL at the upstream section of the system did not rise as high
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Figure 2.7: (a)Simulated water levels at the outlet shaft and (b) simulated flow
hydrographs comparison for the TXC and IW during two historical storm events for sluice
gates 10% open.
as at the downstream sections, the slope of the IW HGL remained flat between dropshafts 1 and 2,
negative between dropshafts 2 and 7, and positive between dropshafts 7 and 9. The differences in
the predicted HGL profile between models can be attributed to the stepwise-steady routing mode
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from TXC, as opposed to the fully unsteady mode from IW. The effect of unsteady routing is mostly
felt during the period of initial tunnel filling; once the tunnels are full the difference between steady
and unsteady routing is reduced, as shown by the results from the last time interval after 17 hours
of simulation. During this time interval both models yielded the same HGL profile.
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Figure 2.8: (a) HGL profile (b) Flow rate profile, comparison for TXC, IW along the
Lawrence Avenue tunnel at three time intervals portraying the initial pressurization stage
during the April 2013 storm event; dropshafts are numbered from 1 to 9.
Water level results from Figure 2.8a are better understood when flow rates in the tunnel conduits
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are compared for both models. As the slope from the HGL is always positive for TXC so are the
flow rates as depicted in Figure 2.8b. In TXC the tunnel network is modeled considering no storage
in the tunnels, but the downstream shaft holds the storage capacity of the whole system. This way,
considering the system as a whole, the storage computations are properly accounted for. However,
fast unsteady events like the one described here caused the water in the tunnel to flow upstream.
In particular, as highlighted by the IW results in Figure 2.8b, large negative flows in the conduits
between dropshafts 3 to 7 resulted from the existing negative slope of the HGL within the same
reaches. For this time interval a peak in the HGL profile is observed in Figure 2.8a at the junction
with the branch tunnel as a result of high flows coming from both the main and the branch tunnel.
For TXC since the storage capacity of the system is lumped at the downstream shaft, local changes
in storage within each conduit and the subsequent local rise of the HGL is not captured. Therefore,
the HGL along the tunnel is fully dependent on the level at the downstream shaft, and the flow
from the branch tunnel is always flowing downstream. Consequently as observed in Figure 2.8a, for
the TXC results there is always a large increase in the flow rate at the junction which yielded higher
downstream flows while flow conditions upstream of the junction were misrepresented. However,
during the last time interval the whole tunnel system was flowing under surcharge conditions and
the flow rates were positive and similar for both models again.
2.6.4 Effects of different street flooding approaches on outflow hydrographs
Figures 2.9a and b, show the highest water surface elevation reached in the tunnel system during
each storm event. Based on the IW results, the impact of increasing water surface elevation at the
shafts caused street flooding in all the shafts in the system except at the outlet shaft, during the
highest peak of the August 2007 storm event as shown in Figures 2.9a and b. Similar conditions
with slightly lower water surface elevation were observed during the highest peak of the April 2013
storm event. No flooding conditions were present in the system for the September 2008 storm
event for both models. TXC yielded lower water surface elevation for all storm events, and local
flooding was only present in the shafts located at the branch tunnel. These differences may be due
to two effects: i) the small storage area available in the system at near ground level and ii) a slight
difference in the storage methods used by the models.
Moreover, when water levels go above ground level the models use different methods to calculate
water levels in the shafts: IW considers that storage continues above ground level, with a storage
area equal to the shaft area, thus the water level is able to rise several feet above the ground (see
Figure 2.9). When water levels drop, IW considers the excess flow returns back into the tunnels.
Unlike IW, TXC assumes the water level can only rise up to the street level (see Figure 2.9). TXC
considers the excess flow resulting from high water levels that exceed ground levels as street flow;
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Figure 2.9: TXC and IW water level at peak flow time for each storm event (a) along the
Lawrence Avenue tunnel (b) along the branch tunnel; the junction between the branch
tunnel and main tunnel is circled in red.
thus, this flow does not return to the tunnel system as levels drop. The latter explains the lower
peak flow values at the outlet shaft resulting for TXC in comparison with the IW peak flow values.
It is worth mentioning that the backwater impacts in the combined sewer network that may
result from increasing hydraulic grade line at the tunnel system were not considered in this study.
The local street flooding results presented in this section assumed that no water can back up to
the interceptors and sewer network. This assumption overestimates the water level above the roof
of the connecting structures; however, it serves to highlight potential flooding areas during heavy
rains [Nan´ıa et al., 2014].
2.7 Conclusions
We proposed in this study a hydrologic and hydraulic modeling framework for combined sewer
overflow predictions. This framework combines a probabilistic hydrologic model ”IUHM” with a
hydraulic model developed to simulate the flow through the dropshafts, the deep tunnel and outfall
structures. Application of the framework to predict the frequency, duration and volume of CSOs
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as well as to evaluate the operation of the system and its effect in controlling the occurrence of
CSOs in the LAUSS during three historical storm events was presented.
Results show that the hydrologic model ”IUHM” is useful in predicting the runoff hydrograph
of the combined sewer area intercepted by the Lawrence Avenue tunnel. The ability of this model
to provide good estimations of the runoff hydrograph of combined sewer systems using only a sub-
sample of the entire network poses an advantage over deterministic models as limited conduit slope
information was available for most of the combined sewer network.
Furthermore the developed TXC model is the key component of the modeling framework as it
is capable of routing combined sewer flows through the connecting structures and tunnel network
with flows being distributed to the TARP tunnel or the CSO outfall as dictated by the inflow
hydrograph, TARP and river levels, and the gate operation rules. As measured water levels and
flow rates inside the Lawrence Avenue tunnel were found lacking for this study, the TXC model
was validated with the help of SWMM and IW models. Results for time-varying flows during
three historical storm events show a close match of water elevations and flow rates between models.
However, the comparison reveals that TXC yields a higher HGL in the tunnel system during initial
fill up, while a lower HGL resulted when the storage capacity of the system is reached. Moreover,
instantaneous back flows observed in the upstream conduits of the tunnel for the IW model, were
not captured by TXC. Finally, the simplification used by the proposed TXC model to calculate
flow through gates was found to yield smaller head differential for the same flow rate.
Even though TXC is not an unsteady-flow model and its simplified flow assumptions might have
led to misrepresenting the HGL and flow rates under highly unsteady flow conditions, this model
proved effective in predicting volumes, frequency and duration of CSOs as it yields simulation results
of existing conditions that match well with available MWRD records. Comparison also reveals the
importance of using the stage hydrograph from the river as downstream boundary condition for
the hydraulic model, as it allowed CSOs to be influenced by the prevailing water-surface stage in
the river (i.e. backwater effects).
For the simulated storm events, the system storage capacity was reached when the gates to the
TARP remained closed. This operating condition resulted in water levels higher or equal to the
river level, and therefore large volume CSOs were predicted by the model. Further investigation
of the effect of the gate operation on the frequency and volume of CSOs, determined that by
setting a fixed opening position of 10 %, the volume of combined sewer generated by the different
historical storm events is conveyed to the TARP system without causing CSOs. This operating
condition, while effective in reducing CSOs at the Lawrence Avenue outfall has additional drawbacks
that require further study. In particular, since a large volume of water is conveyed to the TARP
system, its capacity to capture CSOs from other areas is reduced. It is recommended that adaptive
management is used for the operation of the LAUSS under different storm conditions.
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CHAPTER 3
INNOVATIVE FRAMEWORK TO SIMULATE THE
FATE AND TRANSPORT OF NON-CONSERVATIVE
CONSTITUENTS IN COMBINED SEWER SYSTEMS
In this chapter we have developed a probabilistic model to simulate the fate and transport of non-
conservative constituents in urban watersheds. The approach implemented here extends previous
studies that rely on the Geomorphological Instantaneous Unit Hydrograph concept to include non-
conservative constituents. This is implemented with a factor χ that affects the transfer functions
and therefore accounts for the loss (or gain) of mass associated with the constituent as it travels
through the watershed. Using this framework we developed an analytical solution for the dynamics
of dissolved oxygen (DO) and biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) in urban networks based on
the Streeter and Phelps model. This approach requires less data and implementation effort than
well-established deterministic models. Application of the model to one sewer catchment in the
Chicago area with available BOD information, proved its ability to predict the BOD concentration
observed in the measurements. In addition, comparison of the model with a calibrated Storm
Water Management Model (SWMM) of another sewer catchment from the Chicago area showed
that the model predicted the BOD concentration as good as the widely accepted SWMM. We used
the probabilistic model to analyze the first flush in different storm events, which is an important
phenomenon in urban watersheds as it represents the most adverse fraction of the runoff to the
receiving waters. Based on the model results, we observed that a mass balance of the constituent
through buildup and washoff mechanisms in the urban watershed should be included to capture
the combined sewer overflow load and its distribution in time.
3.1 Introduction
Today almost 50% of the world’s population lives in urban areas [United Nations, 2001]. This
has increased the stress on urban water systems and therefore on the surrounding waterways. For
decades, urban river systems have been exposed to discharges from wastewater treatment plants
and combined sewer overflows (CSOs), as well as contaminants coming from stormwater runoff
[Metcalf & Eddy, 1991]. In particular, CSOs are a significant pollution source and pose a serious
impact on the water quality of the receiving water body [Butler and Davies, 2004, U.S Enviromental
Protection Agency, 2004]. In order to control and regulate the effect of CSOs, it is important to
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estimate and predict not only the volume but also the quality of the CSOs. In this chapter we
propose a new approach to estimate the water quality of CSOs by using a probabilistic formulation
based on statistical information of urban watersheds.
Constituent transport in sewer systems is a complex process, as it involves various constituents
and parameters as well as different time and space scales [Ahyerre et al., 1998, Willems, 2008]. In
most of highly urbanized areas, little to no information is available to describe the sewer water qual-
ity. Owing to its complexity, high degree of uncertainty, and short retention time of constituents
in the sewer system, contaminant routing in sewer networks has received less attention than flow
routing. Nevertheless, the growing impact of urban wastewater on the quality of receiving wa-
ter bodies prompted more severe regulations towards environmental protection demanding better
quantification and prediction of urban wastewater pollution [Obropta and Kardos, 2007].
Constituent concentrations in CSOs are usually assumed fixed and estimated based on isolated
measurements. This approach does not capture the variation in the constituent concentration
throughout the storm duration. In particular, the fist flush phenomenon [Barco et al., 2008,
Bertrand-Krajewski et al., 1998] which is the most polluted fraction of the runoff and therefore
the most adverse for the receiving water, is ignored. As a consequence this approach has been
progressively replaced by more realistic, yet more complex, formulations that involve the transport
and transformation of constituents in the sewer system. As a result, several deterministic models
have been developed to gain understanding, describe the behavior, and simulate the constituent
transport processes in combined sewer systems. These models have been used to to simulate the
flow and pollutant loads from urban catchments [Chen et al., 2004, Gamerith et al., 2011, Melching
and Bauwens, 2001, Muschalla, 2008, Temprano et al., 2006, Tsihrintzis and Hamid, 1998, Vezzaro
et al., 2012].
Although deterministic models describe physical and chemical processes in sewer networks, the
implementation of such models requires specific knowledge of several parameters that are not readily
available in most urban watersheds. Implementation of deterministic models requires assumptions
about different unknown parameters that, in turn, increase the uncertainty of the simulation. Due
to the high uncertainty associated with deterministic models, probabilistic models can be consid-
ered as an additional approach for urban watersheds. For instance, the Illinois Urban Hydrologic
Model (IUHM) developed by Cantone and Schmidt [2011] represented an interesting alternative
for estimating the runoff hydrograph of combined sewer systems. This model has been tested and
applied to the hydrologic modeling of the tunnel and reservoir plan (TARP) system in Chicago
[Cantone et al., 2011, Luo et al., 2014] and has proved effective in accurately estimating the runoff
hydrograph of combined sewer systems.
In this chapter, we present a probabilistic-based water quality model, for urban combined sewer
catchments. Our main goals are: (i) to develop a probabilistic framework for the transport of
non-conservative constituents, (ii) to use the probabilistic model to simulate the transport of BOD
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and DO in urban catchments, and (iii) to analyze the effect of both the overland flow constituent
concentration and the reaeration in the response at the outlet of the urban catchment.
3.2 Illinois Urban Hydrologic and Water Quality Model
(IUHM-WQ)
IUHM-WQ uses the hydrologic response framework from IUHM [Cantone and Schmidt, 2011] to
simulate the constituent transport in urban catchments. This model relies on the Geomorphologic
Instantaneous Unit Hydrograph (GIUH) concept proposed by Rodriguez-Iturbe and Valdes [1979]
to determine the hydrologic response of urban catchments. The fundamental concept behind IUHM-
WQ is that the constituent response at urban catchments is linked to the structure of the sewer
system that conveys constituent load through the catchment to its outlet. A finite number of
possible flow paths are defined by a sequence of states, either overland state or conduit state,
within an urban catchment using the Strahler’s ordering procedure [Strahler, 1957]. Mean overland
and conduit travel times are calculated using the expanded kinematic wave assumption [Lee and
Yen, 1997, Saco and Kumar, 2002]. For each path there is a travel time distribution function that
is combined with the probability of constituent adopting a certain path to result in the network
impulse response function for the catchment. The constituent response is determined by convoluting
the network impulse response function with the total constituent load.
3.2.1 Flow Paths and Path Probabilities
Figure 3.1a shows a schematic representation of a sewer catchment and the possible flow paths.
Water falling in the catchment follows one of the paths from lower to higher order as shown by the
blue path in Figure 3.1a. The flow rate and concentration of constituents vary depending on the
source. For instance, dry weather flow is much smaller than overland flow during a rainfall event.
However, the concentration of organic matter is higher in waste water than at the catchment surface
(grass, roads, roofs). In order to accurately represent the amount of flow and constituents entering
the sewer system, IUHM-WQ considers the watershed to be represented by three separate source
regions: pervious overland region, impervious overland region, and dry-weather flow region. This
representation of the watershed is illustrated in Figure 3.1b. The number of predefined flow paths
is 2n−1x3, where n is the catchment order. This number of paths is significantly less than the
number of paths solved with a deterministic approach [Cantone and Schmidt, 2011].
The flow of water and constituent through the different paths is determined according to a
probability function, P (w), that determines the probability of the flow adopting a path w. As
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presented in Equation 3.1, a flow path is defined by a sequence of states, starting with either
pervious overland state (xoi,perv), impervious overland state (xoi,imp), or dry weather flow state
(xDWFi), and followed by a series of conduit states (xc) from lower to higher order until the outlet
of the sewer system: 
xoi,perv → xoi,imp → xci → xcj ...→ xcn → outlet
xoi,imp → xci → xcj ...→ xcn → outlet
xDWFi → xci → xcj ...→ xcn → outlet
. (3.1)
Therefore, the probability P (w) of the constituent to follow that path is represented by:
P (w) =

Pxoi,perv .Pxoi,pervxoi,imp .Pxoi,impxci .Pxcixcj ...Pxckxcn
Pxoi,imp .Pxoi,impxci .Pxcixcj ...Pxckxcn
PxDWFi .PxDWFixci .Pxcixcj ...Pxckxcn
, (3.2)
where i = 1, 2, ..., n and i ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n, Pxoi,perv , Pxoi,imp , PxDWFi are the probability that the
constituent load will originate in an ith-order pervious overland region, an ith-order impervious
overland region, or an ith-order dry weather flow region, respectively. These probabilities depend
on the contributing source of the constituent at time t and are defined by:
Pxoi,perv (t) =
ξi,perv(t)
ξT (t)
(3.3)
Pxoi,imp (t) =
ξi,imp(t)
ξT (t)
(3.4)
PxDWFi (t) =
ξDWFi(t)
ξT (t)
, (3.5)
where ξi,perv, ξi,imp, and ξDWFi are the corresponding total constituent loads from the ith order
pervious, impervious, and dry weather flow regions at time t, respectively. The total constituent
load (ξT (t)) in the catchment at time t is represented by the following equation:
ξT (t) =
n∑
i=1
ξi,perv(t) +
n∑
i=1
ξi,imp(t) +
n∑
i=1
ξDWFi(t). (3.6)
Terms Pxoi,pervxoi,imp , Pxoi,impxci , and PxDWFixci in Equation 3.2 are the transitional probabilities of
the constituent load traveling from an ith-order pervious region to an ith-order impervious region,
from ith-order impervious region to an ith-order conduit, and from a ith-order dry weather flow
region to an ith-order conduit. Pxcixcj is the transition probability of the constituent load moving
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from a lower ith-order conduit to a higher jth-order conduit.
3.2.2 Catchment Response Function for a Non-Conservative Constituent
The travel time distribution for each individual state of a path w is required to obtain the travel
time distribution at the catchment outlet. Different formulations have been used to derive the travel
time distribution [Gupta et al., 1980, Jin, 1992, Rinaldo et al., 1991, Rodriguez-Iturbe and Valdes,
1979]. IUHM-WQ uses the physically based model from Rinaldo et al. [1991]. They derived an
analytical expression (Equation 3.7) for the network travel time distribution for the case of spatially
invariant kinematic wave celerity µ and hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient C for all states in a
path w:
f(t′) =
1√
4piCt′3
∑
w∈W
P (w)Lw exp
[
−
(
Lw − µt′
)2
4Ct′
]
, (3.7)
where f(t′) represents the network’s travel time distribution, t′ is a random variable associated
with the travel time of a drop of water in the network, W is the path space, P (w) is the path
probability, and Lw is the mean length of path w.
Saco and Kumar [2002] included the effect of spatially varying celerity and hydrodynamic dis-
persion coefficient, and used the path approximation method to derive an analytical expression for
the network impulse response function:
f(t′) =
∑
w∈W
P (w)
Lw√
4piCwt′3
exp
−
(
Lw − LwTw t
′
)2
4Cwt′
 . (3.8)
As expressed in Equation 3.8 this response function depends on the path probability P (w), the
mean length of the path Lw, the mean path travel time Tw and the path hydrodynamic dispersion
coefficient Cw. The mean path length and travel time is equal to the sum of the corresponding
mean lengths and travel times for each state of the path.
Here we modify the expression for the network response function derived by Saco and Kumar
[2002], to take into account the loss or gain of mass in non-conservative constituents due to bio-
logical and chemical reactions. The instantaneous network response function for non-conservative
constituents is given by:
f(t′) =
∑
w∈W
χ(w)× P (w)× Lw√
4piCwt′3
exp
−
(
Lw − LwTw t
′
)2
4Cwt′
 , (3.9)
where χ(w) is the fraction of constituent lost or gained through each path. The equations used to
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describe these reactions are detailed in the section 3.2.3. The combined pollutograph at the outlet
of the sewer network ξ(t) can be obtained by convoluting the network response function with the
total constituent load:
ξ(t) =
∞∑
t′=1
[
f(t, t′)× ξT (t)
]
. (3.10)
where t is the time related to the rainfall intensity and dry weather flow.
3.2.3 Non-conservative constituent transport
Unlike water flow routing where the mass of water is conserved, in constituent routing the mass of
constituent changes depending on the bio-chemical reactions in the sewer system. In IUHM-WQ,
the amount of a particular constituent lost or gained needs to be calculated for each path and it is
represented by a ratio between the final and initial constituent concentration of the path. Figure
3.1c illustrates the non-conservative constituent transport and the constituent dynamics included
in the model. The concentration of the constituent at the downstream end of each path can be
obtained from the concentration at the upstream end of a path, and decay functions. In this chapter
we introduce a first order decay to simulate the dynamics of oxygen and biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD) only. However, the same approach can be extended to other decaying constituents.
Streeter-Phelps Model
The dynamics of DO and BOD are described by the well-known Streeter-Phelps Model (SPM)
[Streeter and Phelps, 1925, Waterman et al., 2016]. This model has been widely applied to simulate
the interaction between DO and BOD in different systems [Chapra, 2008]. Here, the SPM was
implemented in IUHM-WQ, to provide an analytical solution for the DO and BOD concentrations
at the downstream end of a given path as a function of the initial concentration at the upstream
end of the path and the mean path travel time. The concentration at the upstream end of the path
is function of the contributing source of the constituent (impervious, pervious, dry weather flow)
while the mean path travel time depends on the mean geometry and hydraulic properties at each
state.
The amount of BOD and DO lost or gained through each path at time t is illustrated in the inset
of Figure 3.1a, and is represented by Equations 3.11 and 3.12, respectively:
χBOD(w, t) =
CBODfinal(w, t)
CBOD0(w, t)
(3.11)
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χDO(t) =
Cs −Dfinal(w, t)
Cs −D0(w, t) , (3.12)
where χBOD(w, t) and χDO(w, t) are the fraction of BOD and DO lost or gained through each path
w at time t, respectively; CBOD0 (w, t) and CBODfinal (w, t) are the BOD concentration at time t at
the upstream and downstream end of each path w, respectively. Term Cs is the DO concentration
at saturation; and D0(w, t) and Dfinal(w, t) are the oxygen deficit at time t at the upstream and
downstream end of each path w, respectively.
The concentration of both BOD and DO at time t at the downstream end of each path w is
represented by:
CBODfinal(w, t) = CBOD0(w, t) exp
(
−kd
m∑
i=1
τi(t)
)
, (3.13)
and:
Dfinal(w, t) =
kdCBOD0(w, t)
kam(t)− kd
exp
(
−kd
m∑
i=1
τi(t)
)
− kdCBOD0(w, t)
ka0(t)− kd
exp
(
−
m∑
i=1
τi(t)kai(t)
)
+Do(w, t) exp
(
−
m∑
i=1
τi(t)kai(t)
)
−
m−1∑
j=1
(kdCBOD0(w, t)
kaj+1(t)− kd
− kdCBOD0(w, t)
kaj (t)− kd
)
exp
−kd j∑
i=1
τi(t)−
m∑
i=j+1
kai(t)τi(t)
, (3.14)
where m is the number of states through each path w; kd is a constant that represents the biocon-
sumption of dissolved BOD and as such, it depends on the nature of the waste. Common values
for untreated wastewater are between 0.35 d−1 and 0.7 d−1 [Chin, 2006] and are affected by water
temperature. Term τi(t) is the mean travel time for each state of the path w at time t; ka(t) is
the reaeration coefficient at time t and varies for each state of the path depending on the velocity,
slope and depth for case of the conduit state. A full derivation of the SPM equations used here is
presented in Appendix A.
Jensen [1995] and Huisman et al. [2004] reviewed the most popular existing formulations for the
estimation of the reaeration coefficient ka in gravity sewers, and proposed new empirical formu-
lations. In this study we use the following formulation for the calculation of ka [Huisman et al.,
2004]:
ka = 1500
u∗(Re∗)−1/4Sc−1/2 (1 + 0.5FR)
dm
, (3.15)
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where, FR =
u2
gdm
is the Froude number; u is the mean flow velocity; g is the gravitational accel-
eration; dm is the hydraulic mean depth; Re
∗ = u
∗dm
ν is the shear Reynolds number; ν kinematic
viscosity; u∗ =
√
gRhS0 is the shear velocity; S0 is the slope of the conduit; Rh is the hydraulic
radius; Sc =
ν
℘ is the Schmidt number; ℘ is the diffusion coefficient.
Overland Flow Constituent Concentration
The overland flow is a fast shallow open channel flow. Therefore the DO concentration was assumed
to be constant in time and equal to the concentration at saturation for the overland region. To
estimate the BOD concentration on the overland region, two different commonly used approaches
were implemented:
• Event mean concentration (EMC): this approach has been used in different studies [Alp and
Melching, 2009, Barco et al., 2008, Gasperi et al., 2010, Gromaire et al., 2001, Madoux-
Humery et al., 2013, Sua´rez and Puertas, 2005] to estimate a mean concentration value
during a event. Here, we estimated the mean concentration based on the total amount of
constituent washed off from the catchment to the sewer network and the total runoff for each
storm event.
• Time-varying concentration based on buildup and washoff mechanisms (B&W): this approach
has been used in various studies [Chen and Adams, 2006, Gamerith et al., 2013, Muschalla,
2008, Temprano et al., 2006, Tsihrintzis and Hamid, 1998, Vezzaro et al., 2015]. Here, we use
the most common exponential function (see Equations B.1-B.3 in appendix B) to represent
both the buildup and washoff mechanisms.
3.3 Case Study
3.3.1 Study Area
We selected the Chicago’s urban drainage system to test the performance of IUHM-WQ. The
reversal of the Chicago River, the wastewater treatment facilities and the adoption of TARP makes
this system one of the most advance infrastructures for pollution and flood control worldwide
[Dalton and Rimkus, 1985, Robison, 1986]. Despite this infrastructure, CSOs are still present
during intense rainfall events [Luo et al., 2014, Zhu et al., 2016]. Therefore, this system is an
interesting place to test the IUHM-WQ model.
Although the volume and frequency of CSOs have been predicted for the Chicago’s urban
drainage system [Morales et al., 2015a], no attempts have yet been made to model the transport
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual representation of the constituent transport model (a)
Representation of a sewer catchment, existing possible flow paths, and hydrologic and
water quality response at the outlet of the catchment (b) Representation of one
sub-catchment divided in pervious and impervious overland regions and a dry weather flow
region, (c) Illustration of the non-conservative constituent transport and the constituents
dynamics included in the model. The inset in (a) represents the fraction of constituent lost
or gained through each flow path w.
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and fate of constituents in the sewer network, and the composition of most CSOs is still unknown.
Previous water quality studies of the Chicago waterways have relied on regression functions built
from historical concentrations measured at CSO pumping stations [Alp and Melching, 2009, Alp
et al., 2007, Melching et al., 2014]. These studies recognized that constituent concentrations in
CSOs are the largest source of uncertainty in the estimation of water quality in the waterways. We
selected two combined sewer catchments to test the performance of IUHM-WQ:
1. CDS-51: The catchment is located in Dolton, a southern suburb of Chicago. The area is
mainly residential with a total surface of 316 ha and a population density of approximately 55
inhabitants/ha [Miller and Schmidt, 2010]. The sewer network is combined with 722 pipes ranging
from 150-2150 mm in diameter. Dry weather flows are conveyed through interceptor sewers to the
Calumet Water Reclamation Plant (CWRP). During wet weather conditions, when the treatment
plant reaches the operation capacity, excess flow is directed through a 2150 mm pipe to a structure
that diverts the flow to TARP dropshaft CDS-51 when capacity is available in that system, or to
a CSO discharging to the Little Calumet River. The catchment with the combined sewer network
layout is illustrated in Figure 3.2a. The outlet of the catchment is marked with a red square. The
hydrologic parameters (imperviousness, soil composition, slope) of the overland area, as well as
the characteristics of the sewer network (diameter, pipe length, upstream and downstream invert)
generated as input for the hydrologic model, remained unchanged from those used by Cantone and
Schmidt [2011]. Summary tables of the sub-catchment, conduit characteristics and dry weather flow
and constituents concentrations for each order are presented in Tables B.1 and B.2 in appendix B.
As depicted in Figure 3.2a, this catchment is a fifth-order catchment. As such, 48 flow paths are
derived and modeled according to the probability of a constituent adopting each path. A summary
of the catchment path probabilities is presented in Table C.1 in appendix C. It is worth noting
that the first probability of each path (initial state probability) changes with time, as it depends
on the constituent load (Equations 3.3-3.5). The rest of the probabilities for each path remained
constant with time.
2. DDS-4445: This catchment was selected because data of BOD measurements for storm
events during 1995 are available. These data were measured by MWRD at the dropshaft connection
to which this catchment drains [Zhang et al., 2000]. The catchment is located in the village of
Riverside, a western suburb of Chicago. The area is predominantly residential with a total surface
area of 140 ha and a population density of approximately 17 inhabitants/ha [Waite et al., 2002].
The sewer network is combined with 238 pipes ranging from 250-1220 mm in diameter. The
catchments with the combined sewer network layout is illustrated in Figure 3.2b; the catchment’s
outlet is marked with a red square. Dry weather flows are conveyed through interceptor sewers to
the Stickney Water Reclamation Plant. During wet weather conditions, excess flow enters a series
of interconnected chambers that divert the flow to a TARP dropshaft when capacity is available
in that system, or to CSO outfalls discharging to the Des Plaines River. Based on the connections
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to the TARP system, three IUHM catchments (fourth-order, third-order and second-order) were
defined. Each catchment drains to one of the three connecting chambers to dropshaft DDS-4445 as
shown in Figure 3.3. Summary tables of the sub-catchments and conduit characteristics, as well as
dry weather flow and constituent concentrations, are presented in Tables B.1 and B.2 in appendix
B.
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Figure 3.2: Study area (a) Combined sewer catchment draining to dropshaft CDS-51, (b)
Combined sewer catchments draining to dropshaft DDS-4445. The red squares represent
the catchment outlet or connection to the dropshaft. The most reliable source of rainfall
data in Chicago is a network of 25 rain gages operated by the Illinois State Water Survey
(ISWS) collecting hourly rainfall on an 8 km x 8 km grid (rain gauges are shown with
orange dots in location map).
3.3.2 Simulation Cases
In this chapter, we consider four different simulation cases that include two storms for catchment
CDS-51:
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Figure 3.3: Schematic (plan) of DDS-4445 hydraulic network connections. Grab samples of
BOD concentration at the sampling location are used to validate the IUHM-WQ model.
1. a low intensity-long duration event (5− 7 August 2007)
2. a medium-high intensity-long duration storm (7− 9 January 2008),
and two storms for catchment DDS-4445.
1. a medium-high intensity-short duration storm (2− 3 June 1995)
2. a low intensity-long duration storm (10− 11 November 1995)
Available, hourly rainfall was downscaled to one-minute periods, assuming a uniform distribution.
The minute scaling was utilized to obtain the rainfall hyetographs for each catchment using the
Thiessen Polygon Method [Chow et al., 1988]. The characteristics of each storm event selected for
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each simulation case are summarized in Table 3.1. The rainfall hyetographs are provided in the top
boxes of Figures 3.4 and 3.5 for catchment DDS-4445, and Figures 3.6 and 3.7 for catchment CDS-
51. Table 3.2 summarizes the values of BOD, DO mean concentrations, and water temperature
used for each catchment region (overland, and dry weather flow). Table 3.3 provides a summary
of the maximum BOD buildup for all the simulation cases that were used to estimate the BOD
concentration in the overland region for the B&W approach.
Table 3.1: Summary of simulated storm events
Storm Event Start Date Start Time Duration Peak Intensity Total Precip.
[h:mm] [h] [mm/h] [mm]
August 2007 5 August 2 : 00 46 11 25
January 2008 7 January 18 : 00 31 16.8 70.8
June 1995 2 June 15 : 00 5 15.2 23.6
November 1995 10 November 10 : 00 26 8.9 76.5
Table 3.2: Summary of BOD and DO concentrations and temperature values for each
storm event
Storm BODDWF Monthly BODo DODWF Monthly DOo T Monthly
Event [mg/l] BODcoeff [mg/l] [mg/l] DOcoeff [mg/l]
◦C Tcoeff
Aug. 2007 126.35 0.98 33.86 2.2 0.23 9.26 15.66 1.22
Jan. 2008 126.35 0.92 9.47 2.2 2.18 10.57 15.66 0.82
Jun. 1995 215 0.97 39.37 2.2 0.37 9.59 15.66 1.11
Nov. 1995 91.63 0.92 7.39 2.2 0.34 10.04 15.66 0.97
Table 3.3: Summary of BOD maximum buildup rate for each catchment and storm event
Storm Event # Dry Days BOD Buildup Catchment Area BOD Mass
[kg/ha] [ha] [kg]
August 2007 8.5 4.32 CDS − 51 316.4 1368.1
January 2008 6.3 3.68 CDS − 51 316.4 1164
June 1995 5 3.17 DDS − 4445 139.5 441.6
November 1995 3 2.17 DDS − 4445 139.5 303.3
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3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Validation of IUHM-WQ with measured BOD concentrations
We compared the performance of IUHM-WQ with BOD grab samples collected during two storm
events in 1995 [Zhang et al., 2000] in dropshaft DDS-4445. Both the EMC and B&W approaches
were compared with measurements. The grey circle in Figure 3.3 shows the location where the
BOD samples were taken. The sampling location is downstream of the three connecting structures
that have diversion weirs to interceptor sewers. Therefore, in order to have valid comparisons
between the measured and predicted BOD concentrations a SWMM 5.0 [Rossman, 2010] model
was implemented to simulate the hydraulics of the connecting structures using the IUHM-WQ
hydrographs and pollutographs as external inflow conditions.
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show a comparison between the measured and modeled BOD concentrations
at dropshaft DDS-4445 for two different storm events: June 1995, and November 1995. IUHM-WQ
provides a good prediction of the trend and magnitude of the BOD concentration for the two storm
events. In particular, when the B&W approach is implemented, IUHM-WQ captures a high peak in
the BOD concentration that is observed in the measurements at the beginning of both storms. This
initial peak in the BOD concentration is known as fist flush and plays an important role in urban
systems. The first flush is the result of the high amount of BOD mass accumulated in the catchment
before the storm event and washed off to the sewer system during the first peaks of the storm. On
the contrary, the EMC approach did not capture this initial peak of BOD concentration and the
assumption of a fixed concentration caused an overestimation of BOD concentration throughout
the storm duration.
3.4.2 Comparison of IUHM-WQ with SWMM
The IUHM-WQ model performance is further compared with a detailed SWMM 5.0 model of CDS-
51. The SWMM model includes every pipe, manhole and sub-catchment draining to each inlet. The
same concentrations and parameters were assigned for both IUHM-WQ and SWMM. Figures 3.6
and 3.7 show the resulting hydrographs and pollutographs from both models for the two selected
storm events in CDS-51. Figures 3.6b and 3.7b show a close match for the discharge between
both models. The Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient [Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970] was used to compare IUHM-
WQ and SWMM predictions. A value of one indicates a perfect match between the predicted
and observed data, and zero indicates that the model predictions are equivalent to the mean of
the observed data. Values of 0.84, and 0.92 were calculated for the August and January events,
respectively. Time to peak is faster in IUHM-WQ and peak flows tend to be overestimated, as this
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Figure 3.4: Simulated BOD concentration comparison against grab samples of BOD
concentrations for the June 1995 storm event. (a) Precipitation and dry weather flow, (b)
Simulated flow hydrograph, (c) Simulated BOD concentration comparison using the
(EMC) and (B&W) approach for overland flow constituent concentration.
model uses the kinematic wave approximation, thus backwater effects are neglected. This difference
is more prominent during intense events such as the January 2008 event for which high velocities
and short travel times are presented.
Figures 3.6c and 3.7c present the temporal evolution of BOD. During dry weather periods the
BOD concentration varies due to the effect of the hourly time pattern (see Table B.2 in appendix
B. Following this pattern, the BOD concentration for dry weather flow reaches a minimum at 5
a.m. and a maximum at 11 a.m. in a daily cycle. A close resemblance was observed between both
SWMM and IUHM-WQ with Nash-Sutcliffe coefficients of 0.97, and 0.99 for the B&W approach
and 0.95 and 0.99 for the EMC approach for the August and January events, respectively. Larger
differences between the EMC and B&W approaches were presented during the August 2007 event.
For this storm an initial peak in the BOD concentration is observed for the results corresponding
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November 10−11, 1995
Figure 3.5: Simulated BOD concentration comparison against grab samples of BOD
concentrations for the November 1995 storm event. (a) Precipitation and dry weather flow,
(b) Simulated flow hydrograph, (c) Simulated BOD concentration comparison using the
(EMC) and (B&W) approach for overland flow constituent concentration.
to the B&W approach. After the initial peak in BOD concentration, the concentration predicted
by the B&W approach is lower than the concentration predicted by the EMC approach as there is
less available mass of BOD in the catchment.
3.4.3 Effect of overland flow constituent concentration in the intensity of a
first flush
The EMC and the exponential surface B&W are two widely used approaches to estimate the
constituent concentration in the overland region [Rauch et al., 2002, Tsihrintzis and Hamid, 1997,
Zoppou, 2001]. We observed that the capacity to predict the first flush varies according to the
selected approach. Bertrand-Krajewski et al. [1998] suggested that there is a significant first flush
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of flow hydrographs and constituent concentration for the August
2007 storm event. (a) Precipitation and dry weather flow, (b) Simulated flow hydrographs
comparison, (c) Simulated BOD concentration comparison using the (EMC) and (B&W)
approach for overland flow constituent concentration, (d) Simulated DO concentrations
using the (EMC) and (B&W) approach for overland flow BOD concentration, and
assuming no reaeration in the sewer network.
when at least 80% of the constituent mass is transported in the first 30% of the runoff volume.
Following this definition, we consider the intensity of the first flush to be given by the percentage
of constituent mass carried in the first 30% of the runoff volume. The intensity of the first flush
for both catchments and the two BOD overland approaches are presented in Table 3.4. The results
from this analysis indicate that the B&W approach leads to significantly higher intensities of the
first flush for catchment DDS-4445 which is in agreement with BOD measurements in the field.
Likewise for the CDS-51 catchment the B&W approach resulted in higher first flush intensities, yet
the difference in the predicted intensities by both approaches is much smaller.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of flow hydrographs and constituent concentration for the January
2008 storm event. (a) Precipitation and dry weather flow, (b) Simulated flow hydrographs
comparison, (c) Simulated BOD concentration comparison using the (EMC) and (B&W)
approach for overland flow constituent concentration, (d) Simulated DO concentrations
using the (EMC) and (B&W) approach for overland flow BOD concentration, and
assuming no reaeration in the sewer network.
Table 3.4: Summary of the BOD first flush intensity for each catchment and storm event
for both the EMC and the B&W approaches
Storm Event Catchment EMC First Flush Intensity B&W First Flush Intensity
[%] [%]
June 1995 DDS − 4445 28 71
November 1995 DDS − 4445 29 85
August 2007 CDS − 51 29 33
January 2008 CDS − 51 33 39
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3.4.4 Effect of the reaeration coefficient (ka) in the response at the outlet
of the sewer network
The DO concentration in sewer systems is a key parameter as it controls most biogeochemical
processes in water. In particular, the exchange of oxygen with the atmosphere in sewer systems is
an important mechanism that strongly influences the DO concentration of wastewater [Huisman
et al., 2004, Jensen, 1995]. In this chapter we used IUHM-WQ to estimate the effect of reaeration
in the DO concentration in combined sewer systems. To this end we compare simulations for
catchment CDS-51 in the presence and absence of reaeration during the August 2007 and January
2008 events.
Figures 3.6d and 3.7d show an increase up to 5.5 mg/l and 4 mg/l in the DO concentrations
corresponding to the August 2007 and January 2008 events, respectively. This increase is due to
reaeration of dry weather flow. In particular, there is a significant increase in the DO concentration
for periods of lower BOD concentration. This is expected as larger BOD concentration results in
higher DO consumption. Moreover the DO levels increased during wet weather periods, mainly
because the concentration of DO in the overland flow is considered equal to the concentration
at saturation. This result is consistent with the findings of Motta et al. [2010]. They analyzed
historical DO levels at a river location close to the CSO outlet of the Racine Avenue Pumping
Station in Chicago and found and increase in the DO levels after a CSO event, due to high DO
content in the CSO discharge.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have developed a probabilistic model that is able to simulate the fate and
transport of non-conservative constituents in urban watersheds. This formulation relies on pre-
vious approaches such as the Geomorphologial Instantaneous Unit Hydrograph (GIUH) and the
Illinois Urban Hydrologic Model (IUHM) that convolute transfer functions from different paths to
determine the transport of water in watersheds. We have extended these previous formulations to
include non-conservative constituents by implementing a factor χ that affects the transfer functions
and therefore accounts for the loss (or gain) of mass associated with the constituent as it travels
through the watershed. In order to apply this conceptualization for non-conservative constituents,
we developed an analytic solution of the transport and fate of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD)
and dissolved oxygen (DO) in urban watersheds networks, where the factor (χ) was obtained ana-
lytically from the Streeter and Phelps model.
The probabilistic model developed here for urban watersheds (IUHM-WQ) proved to be an effec-
tive tool that predicts the constituent concentration in combined sewer networks. First, IUHM-WQ
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was compared with grab samples of BOD collected in a combined sewer network of the Chicago’s
urban drainage system. The outcome from IUHM-WQ showed a good resemblance with the BOD
data, capturing the major trends of BOD during two different storms. In addition, we further
compared the performance of IUHM-WQ against the Storm Water Management Model (SWMM)
which is a widely used deterministic model that solves the water quality dynamics at all the pipes
in the watershed. While the probabilistic approach of the IUHM-WQ model predicts results as
accurately as the more labor intensive SWMM model, it requires less information and time for its
implementation. In particular, IUHM-WQ is appropriate for urban catchments with limited and
uncertain input data, which is the case for many drainage systems throughout the world.
The distribution of the constituent load in the volume of combined sewer overflows (CSOs) is
critical in urban drainage systems. In particular the prediction of the first flush which is the
most polluted fraction of the runoff and therefore the most adverse for the receiving water is
needed. Two widely used approaches were implemented to determine the concentration of BOD in
the overland region: the event mean concentration (EMC) and buildup and washoff mechanisms
(B&W). Comparison with grab samples revealed that the B&W approach leads to the most realistic
results. In particular, the B&W approach was able to capture the first flush that is a very common
phenomenon in watersheds. These results suggest that in order to capture properly the load of
CSOs, and its distribution in time, it is important to include a mass balance of the constituent
through buildup and washoff mechanisms in the catchment.
The reaeration rate in the sewer system showed to have a high impact in enhancing the DO
concentration during dry weather periods. Although reaeration does no have an effect in DO con-
centrations during wet weather periods the overall simulations performed in this chapter suggested
that reaeration plays an important role and should be included when solving the DO dynamics in
combined sewer systems. Nevertheless, IUHM-WQ uses an empirical formula for the calculation of
the reaeration rate. As a result, more testing and in particular comparison against field measure-
ments of DO concentrations in combined sewer systems are needed to generalize the high reaeration
rates observed during dry weather periods.
Although the probabilistic framework to model the fate and transport of non-conservative con-
stituents introduced here was tested in urban watersheds, the same fundamental approach with
a factor (χ) that accounts for the loss or gain of mass can be implemented to other systems. In
particular, the promising results obtained here in urban watersheds suggests that this approach
could be a novel alternative to model the fate and transport of non-conservative constituents in
other networks, such as biogeochemical variables in natural watersheds.
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CHAPTER 4
MULTIOBJECTIVE EVOLUTIONARY APPROACH
FOR COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOW
POLLUTANT LOAD REDUCTION IN URBAN
DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
The growing impact of combined sewer overflows (CSOs) on the quality of receiving waters and
damages due to urban flooding, demand the need of optimal control strategies involving multiple
objectives in urban drainage systems. In this study we use an urban hydraulic and water quality
model in combination with the multiobjective genetic algorithm, NSGA-II to derive the trade-off
between CSOs pollutant load and storage in the system during extreme hydrologic events. The
Lawrence Avenue Tunnel which was the first tunnel system built in Chicago is used as case study to
demostrate the benefits of our modeling approach. We found that control strategies offers ways to
reduce the pollutant load to the river by giving priority to the most polluted water to be stored in
the tunnel. Assessment of the worse case scenario in terms of pollutant load and peak water surface
elevation in the system shows that up to 25 Tons of BOD are discharged to the river and 33% of the
combined sewer volume is full. We extended this analysis to consider the effect of climate change
and found that even though the remaining capacity of the combined sewer system is not affected,
larger storage in the system is needed to achieve current water quality objectives at the outfalls.
The approach has demonstrated the potential use and combination of multiobjective optimization
and urban hydraulics and water quality models to minimize CSOs load to rivers and the potential
flooding and sewer backups in the system, providing valuable information to guide decision makers.
4.1 Introduction
Urban flooding and river water quality degradation are growing issues that many large cities face, as
a result of sudden population growth and increased urbanization. The movement towards integrated
urban wastewater management has proved beneficial to enhance the system performance when
combined with optimization strategies [Rauch et al., 2005, Schu¨tze et al., 2004]. Optimal control of
urban drainage systems involve multiple competing objectives such as: flood control and reduction
of combined sewer overflow (CSO) emissions on receiving waters. The consideration of multiple
objectives is required from an integrated urban drainage management perspective yet it increases
the complexity of the problem. As a consequence, most integrated modeling studies have focused on
single objective optimization [Butler and Schutze, 2005, Erbe et al., 2002, Rauch and Harremoes,
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1999, Schu¨tze et al., 2002, Vanrolleghem et al., 2005] to derive an optimal control strategy to
improve the water-quality of the receiving waters.
The application of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) for the optimization in the field of water and
wastewater engineer has proven as a successful and effective tool [Maier et al., 2014]. In the field of
urban drainage modeling the use of EAs has been in particular beneficial for model calibration and
model predictive control [Rauch and Harremoes, 1999]. Multiple research contributions have show
the benefit of (EAs) application in urban drainage systems [Rauch and Harremoes, 1999, Rauch
and Harremoe¨s, 1999, Zimmer, 2013]. These studies focused on a single objective optimization, and
only few studies have investigated the potential benefits of multi-objective optimization in urban
wastewater systems. Schu¨tze et al. [2002] introduced the application of a multi-criteria evolutionary
optimization for a simple case study demonstrating its potential for the optimal management of
urban wastewater systems. Fu et al. [2008] used two water quality indicators in the receiving
water and a cost objective to prove the effectiveness of multi-objective control in integrated urban
wastewater systems. The authors stressed the importance of trade-offs between objectives for
decision making. In Barreto et al. [2010] multi-objective optimization was successfully used for
urban drainage rehabilitation taking into account the rehabilitation investment (pipe cost) and
flooding damage as control objectives. In addition, some studies have demonstrated the potential of
multi-objective optimization for sewer-water quantity and quality model calibration and validation
[Gamerith et al., 2011, Muschalla, 2008].
The purpose of this study is to implement a multi-objective optimization framework using genetic
algorithms to assist decision making based on the tradeoffs between the reduction of: i) CSOs
pollutant load in terms of BOD as a cause of oxygen deficits in the receiving waters, and ii) inflow
rate in the tunnel system during extreme hydrologic events. The Lawrence Avenue Tunnel which
was the first tunnel system built in Chicago [Koncza et al., 1980] is used as case study. In addition
the potential for local street and basement flooding was assessed based on maximum simulated water
levels in the sewer system. To this end a framework combining hydrologic, hydraulic and water
quality models was utilized. For the optimization problem, the non-dominated sorting genetic
algorithm (NSGA-II) was chosen. These models not only permitted to simulate the hydraulic
response and constituent fate and transport in the tunnel system to extreme hydrologic and various
operation conditions but also proved to be a potential tool for urban water management.
4.2 Study Area
In 1947 a program known as the auxiliary outlet sewers started in the city of Chicago with the
aim of increasing the discharge capability of the existing drainage system. The Lawrence Avenue
Underflow Sewer System (LAUSS)was constructed in 1966 as a part of this program in order to
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provide flood relief for a 31km2 area located in the north-west corner of the city of Chicago [Koncza
et al., 1980]. The conception of this system was to intercept combined sewer overflows prior to their
entrance to the waterways and convey them into a deep tunnel that serves as a reservoir to capture
pollutants from smalls storms as well as a significant portion of the first flush of pollutants from
large storms.
Within the LAUSS service area lays a complex system of hydraulic infrastructure that provides
storage for about 113, 280m3 of excess combined sewer flow. As outlined in Figure 4.1 the system
consists of four levels: i) rock bored concrete lined tunnel located at 61 to 76m below the surface
with ten inlet shafts and a outlet shaft that overflows to the Chicago River; ii) high-level tunnels in
earth; iii) interceptor sewer draining to the North Side Water Reclamation Plant; and iv) thousands
of inlets, manholes and sewer conduits.
The tunnel system is feed by the flow coming from the interceptors and combined sewers. The
Lawrence Avenue tunnel is connected at it’s downstream end with the Mainstream tunnel system
which is part of the Tunnel and Reservoir Plan (TARP) system of Chicago. A pair of sluice gates
control the flow from the Lawrence Avenue tunnel to the Mainstram tunnel. During heavy rainfall
events and depending on the sluice gate opening, flow from the Lawrence Avenue tunnel overflows
to the Chicago River [Morales et al., 2015a]. Thus, for modeling purposes measured water levels
at the junction between the Mainstream tunnel and the Lawrence Avenue tunnel as well as at the
river connection, are needed.
To calculate the runoff hydrograph and constituent loads and concentration from the combined
sewer system, rainfall and dry weather flows and concentrations are required. The most reliable
source of rainfall data in Chicago is a network of 25 rain gages operated by the Illinois State Water
Survey (ISWS) that collect hourly rainfall on an 8 km x 8 km grid. Therefore, this time scale
was utilized to obtain the rainfall hyetographs. Dry weather flow was estimated based on the
population and a per-capital flow of waste water. Daily BOD dry weather flow concentration was
obtained from daily historical records of BOD5 concentrations measured at the entrance of the
North Side Water Reclamation Plant (NSWRP) from October 2000 to May 2014. The monthly
means were converted to a multiplier ratio with the average value to incorporate a monthly time
pattern and typical hourly variation of BOD in domestic wastewater was obtained from Metcalf &
Eddy [1991]. The daily mean and monthly time pattern of DO and temperature were obtained from
daily raw concentrations at the (NSWRP) and at the Stickney Water Reclamation Plant (SWRP),
respectively. Both data sets are available from 2007 to 2008.
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4.3 Methodology
4.3.1 Hydrologic and Hydraulic Model
Different modeling tools were combined to simulate the hydrologic and hydraulic behavior as well
as constituent transport of the LAUSS. The models utilized in this study are marked in dash lines
in Figure 4.2 and each model is described below.
The Illinois Urban Hydrologic and Water Quality Model (IUHM-WQ) [Cantone and Schmidt,
2011, Morales et al., 2015b], developed at UIUC was utilized for the hydrologic and water quality
modeling of the combined sewer system. This model relies on the Geomorphologic Instantaneous
Unit Hydrograph (GIUH) concept developed by Rodriguez-Iturbe and Valdes [1979] to determine
the hydrologic response of urban catchments. The basic idea is that an urban catchment is linked
to the structure of the sewer system that conveys flow through the catchment to its outlet. By
using the Strahler ordering procedure [Strahler, 1957], a finite number of possible flow paths defined
by a sequence of states, either overland state or conduit state, can be identified within an urban
catchment. The model uses the Green-Ampt method for infiltration, and the flow is assumed to
flow from pervious to impervious regions. When water falls on the catchment, it follows one of the
predefined paths from lower to higher order until it reaches the outlet of the sewer system. Overland
as well as conduit travel times are calculated using the expanded kinematic wave assumption
[Lee and Yen, 1997, Saco and Kumar, 2004]. Finally the direct runoff hydrograph is determined
by combining the travel time probability density function and path probabilities with the excess
runoff of all possible paths. Morales et al. [2015b] incorporated a water quality module for DO
and BOD fate and transport in IUHM. This model uses buildup and washoff equations to estimate
the overland constituent concentration, and mean concentrations are assumed for the dry weather
flow. The model assumes fully mixed conditions for the constituent transport in the pipes and the
Streeter and Phelps equations [Streeter and Phelps, 1925] to described the DO-BOD dynamics were
implemented. This model was applied for the simulation of constituent transport in the combined
sewer network.
To simulate the hydraulics of tunnel system and the distribution of sewer and interceptor over-
flows between the deep tunnel and the outfall to the river, the TXC model [Morales et al., 2015a]
was utilized. To obtain flows and water levels in the system, TXC uses a stepwise-steady routing
approach based on: i) the energy and momentum equations applied to conduit hydraulics, and ii)
the continuity equation for solving chamber levels and system storage. TXC is capable of handling
open channel and pressurized flow calculations and takes into account the effect of downstream
water levels, the storage capacity of the system, and the effect of control gates.
Figure 4.2 shows the simulation domain for both IUHM-WQ and TXC models marked with
blue and red dashed lines, respectively. The ten inlet dropshafts were modeled as small chambers
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Figure 4.1: Study area: Lawrence Avenue underflow sewer system.
connected to the deep tunnel that flows into one main chamber. The main chamber contains both
the outlet shaft and gate chamber, it holds the storage capacity of the entire tunnel and distributes
the flows between TARP, through the sluice gates, and the river. Additionally, the volume of the
combined sewer system and interceptors draining to each inlet dropshaft was added to the volume
of each chamber using a stage storage curve.
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Figure 4.2: Hydrologic, hydraulic and water quality model domain its upstream boundary
conditions including the rainfall hyetograph, combined sewer runoff and constituent
concentrations, and its downstream water level boundary conditions for the selected
simulation scenarios.
4.3.2 Simulation Scenarios
Historical
The 12−16 September 2008 historical storm event was selected to evaluate the effect of the operation
of the gates in minimizing the CSO load of BOD to the river as well as in reducing the flow to the
Mainstream tunnel during an extreme rainfall event. Averaged daily precipitation based on twelve
rain gauge stations in Chicago estimated more than 114.3 mm of rainfall on September 13th, 2008,
followed by 45.72 mm of rainfall on the next day (see rainfall hyetograph in Figure 4.2). Based
on records, the Lawrence outfall overflowed to the river for 66 hours, and the sluice gates to the
Mainstream tunnel were fully closed during the entire event.
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Climate Change
Increased temperatures and heavier rainfall events are expected under climate change conditions in
the United States and Midwest [Melillo et al., 2014]. A recent study for the central United States
[Groisman et al., 2012] showed a significant increase in the frequency of extreme precipitation
events in particular during the period of 1979− 2009. Markus et al. [2012] used a regional climate
model to predict the increase in daily precipitation and its effect in urban flooding for the Chicago
metropolitan area. The authors estimated a 16% to 20% increase in daily precipitation by year
2050 for the norther subregion of Chicago, while a 3% to 12% decrease was estimated for the
southeastern subregion. The LAUSS is located in the norther portion of Chicago, therefore the
daily precipitation from the 13 − 16 September 2008 event, was increased by 20% (see rainfall
hyetograph in Figure 4.2).
4.3.3 Multiobjective Genetic Algorithm NSGA-II
The nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) developed by Deb et al. [2002] is a popular
and effective EA for multiobjective optimization. This algorithm characterizes for: i) using an
effective sorting algorithm that reduces computational complexity, ii) incorporating elitism, and
iii)eliminating the need of a sharing parameter.
The NSGA-II algorithm is based on different layers of classification of the individuals in a pop-
ulation Coello Coello et al. [2007]. The population is first ranked based on the nondomination
criteria into each front. An individual dominates another when it has the same performance in all
objective functions and better performance in at least one objective function. The first front is
formed by all individuals which do not dominate each other but dominate the rest of the individuals
in the population. The second front is formed by individuals dominated by the individuals in the
first front only, an so on until all individuals are assigned a front. Each individual in a front is
assigned a rank based on the front to which they belong. Individuals in the first front are given
a rank 1, which means they are the fittest individuals in the population. In addition to the rank,
a parameter named crowding distance is calculated front wise for each individual. This parameter
measures how close and individual is to its neighbors and it is equivalent to the average euclidian
distance between each individual in a front based on each of the m objectives.
Parents are selected using a binary tournament selection based on the rank and crowding distance.
The individual with the lower rank is selected, and when both individuals have the same rank, the
one with the larger crowding distance is selected. From the parents population, offsprings are
generated through binary crossover and polynomial mutation. Finally, the current population is
combined with the offsprings population and selection based on nondomination is perfomed to set
the individuals of the next generation. A flow map of this algorithm is shown in Figure 4.3.
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Initialize population P0[N,x]
Non-domination sorting  on P0
For Generation g= 1: M
Select parent population Pp(g) from P0
 
using binary tournament selection
Rank
Crowding distance
Rank
Crowding distance
Generate a child population
 
Pc(g) from Pp(g) using: 
Crossover
Mutation
Combine P(g) and Pc(g)  to form Pi(g)
Non-domination sorting  on Pi(g)
Place the best N individuals from Pi(g) to P(g+1) 
End
P(1)=P0
Figure 4.3: Flow map of the NSGA-II algorithm.
Decision Variables
Transient flow events have been effectively controlled in the TARP system by regulating the rate of
filling of the tunnels [Catano-Lopera et al., 2014]. As a consequence, sluice gates are usually closed
during high intensity storm events to avoid rapid filling of the tunnels. Per current operation the
sluice gate located at the end of the Lawrence Avenue Tunnel, is open to a maximum of 20% and
closed during extreme rainfall events. For the selected case study the decision variables vector x
is formed by the sluice gate position ξ throughout the storm event. The gate position ranges from
0%-20% with 1% increments. The duration of the storm is divided in time intervals of 6 hours and
the gate position is fixed over each time interval. For the September 2008 event the duration is
96 hours therefore, x has a size of 16. The searching space is then 1621, as there are 21 possible
positions for the sluice gate.
Objective Functions
Worldwide CSOs and street flooding are prevailing problems in most urban areas. To minimize the
impact of CSOs on the receiving waters as well as to minimize the risk of street flooding are the
two key objectives aimed to maximize the performance of the urban wastewater system. For the
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system in Chicago there is a third objective which is to maximize the volume stored in the tunnel
system but preventing transient flow events. To this end, knowing the temporal variability of the
water quality in the CSOs as well the primary causes for flooding and transient flows is necessary.
Much of the flood damage in Chicago is caused by combined sewer backup into basements during
large storms. The cause of this flooding is attributed to insufficient local sewer conveyance, reduced
discharge capacity at the outfalls due to high stage in the receiving waters or a combination of the
two. To control transient flows rapid filling of the tunnel system should be avoided, and unstable
behavior at pressurization may be preventing by reducing the inflow rate to the tunnel. Thus
controlling the flow rate into the TARP system during extreme hydrologic events is required.
For the LAUSS in order to analyze the effect of the gate operation in controlling: i) the flow rate
to the TARP system, ii) the BOD load to the river, and iii) the level at the chambers (high levels
increase the risk of backups and flooding), 50 simulations using random operation of the gate from
0%-20% and 6 hours time interval were generated for the September 2008 storm event. Figure 4.4,
shows the results from these simulations. From Figures 4.4a and b high differences up to 5 tons
of BOD load to the river and up to 2m3/s of flow to TARP result from different gate operation.
However, as observed in Figure 4.4c the maximum variation in the level at the chamber is less than
0.2 m. For this extreme storm event the level in the Mainstream tunnel system remains high during
the simulation period (low storage capacity), as a result the water level in the Lawrence tunnel
needs to rise to higher levels to discharge flow to the downstream system. Thus, under extreme
hydrologic conditions the operation of the sluice gate does not have a major effect on the risk of
basement and street flooding in the LAUSS system, yet it has an important role in minimizing both
the BOD load to the river and the flow rate to the TARP system, which are conflicting objectives.
In the case of Chicago and in particular for the LAUSS, the aim of applying a multi-objective
optimization approach is to reduce the pollutant load to receiving waters especially by giving
priority to most polluted water to be stored in the tunnel system, as long as capacity is available
but preventing unstable behavior. For instance, for one of the 50 random simulations, it was
observed from Figure 4.5a and b that the concentration of BOD and DO at the outletshaft is
highly variable with time. Ideally when the volume in the chamber is small (see Figure 4.5c) and
the BOD concentration is high (first 24 hours of event) flow should be diverted to the TARP system.
On the other hand, most of the large, highly diluted flows occurring in the following days would
preferably be sent to the river, in particular due to small remaining storage capacity in TARP
system. Moreover, the water level in the Lawrence tunnel remains high (see Figure 4.5d) and in
few locations is close or above the basement level as depicted in Figures 4.5e and f. Using this level
and the stage storage curves developed for each combined sewer area draining to LAUSS we could
infer the remaining volume capacity in the combined sewers.
Optimal control of the LAUSS is desired and this involve conflicting objectives that can be
used to develop control strategies. Based on the previous analysis,the objectives f(x) that were
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Figure 4.4: Results of 50 simulations using random operation of the sluice gate for the
September 2008 storm event, in terms of (a) variations of BOD load to the river, (b)
variations of flow rate to the TARP system, and (c) variations in the maximum level at the
chamber. The schematic at the right bottom corner shows the location of the different
variables plotted in (a), (b) and (c).
considered in this study are:
• Minimize CSO pollutant load to the river
• Minimize the flow into the TARP system
These objective are represented by equations 4.1 and 4.2
f1(x) = minimize

N∑
i=1
QTARPi
N
 (4.1)
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Figure 4.5: Results for one simulation using variable operation of the sluice gate for the
September 2008 storm event. (a) Temporal variation of BOD concentration at the
outletshaft, (b) Temporal variation of DO concentration at the outletshaft, (c) Temporal
variation of Volume at the outletshaft, (d) Temporal variation of water level at the
outletshaft, (e) Maximum water level along the Lawrence Avenue tunnel, (f) Maximum
water level along the branch tunnel; the junction between the branch and main tunnel is
circle in red.
f2(x) = minimize
N∑
i=1
LBODi (4.2)
An schematic describing the optimization problem is presented in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Description of the optimization problem.
4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Pareto Convergence and best Pareto set for Ambient Conditions
The optimization process using the NSGA-II was carried out, using 100 generations with a popula-
tion 50 individuals or chromosomes. Each individual represents a possible solution to the system.
This analysis lead to a wide diversity of solutions, from Figure 4.7 it can be observed that by leaving
the gate at a fix position during the entire simulation period (cyan line) gives better results than
the first generation (light grey dots) for which the gate position in time was randomly selected.
However, the utilization of the multiobjective algorithm lead to better solutions as the number of
generations increases.
When comparing Pareto sets produced by successive generations from Figure 4.7, convergence is
achieved, as there is very little difference between Paretos as the number of generation increases.
For all generations a clear trade-off between BOD load to the river and mean discharge to the
Mainstream tunnel exists. From generation 10 the shape of the Pareto did not vary, however,
the tail extended to lower discharge values and higher BOD loads. This shows the efficacy of the
optimization algorithm in finding new optimal solutions from one generation to the next. However,
it is worth noting that few of the chromosomes of the final Pareto are worse than in previous
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generations. The reason for this is that the optimization algorithm uses the crowding distance, as
a selection criteria for chromosomes that have the same rank. In order to increase the diversity of
the population, chromosomes that have the same rank but smaller crowding distance are replaced
by new chromosomes, such as the ones located on the tail of the Pareto of newer generations.
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Figure 4.7: Pareto front comparison between generations for the September 2008 storm
event. The best Pareto is shown with red circles. The cyan circles and line corresponds to
a set of simulations having the sluice gate position (ξ) fixed in time.
The Pareto optimal solutions for the last generation is shown in red dots in Figure 4.7. The
solution at the left end of the Pareto curve represents a control strategy that can achieve the
lowest BOD load to the river and the highest discharge to the Mainstream tunnel. As the BOD
load to the river increases the mean discharge to the tunnel decreases. This indicates that, as one
objective improves the other deteriorates, so none of the solutions is absolutely better than any
other. This trade-off may be very useful for operators to understand the implications of a control
strategy. Moreover, if there would be a threshold to limit the BOD load at that particular location
(i.e BODLoad <= 5 Tons), then operators would know up front that at least 2.25 m
3/s have to be
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diverted to the Mainstream tunnel, for that particular storm event.
4.4.2 Comparison between best Pareto sets for Ambient and Climate
Change Conditions
Figure 4.8 shows a comparison of the best Pareto set for each of the simulation scenarios. As
expected the climate change scenario results in higher discharges to the tunnel for equivalent BOD
load to the river. Discharge differences between scenarios could be as high as 1 m3/s and the
difference reduces as the BOD load into the river increases. This result highlights the need of
larger storage capacity in the system to achieve similar water quality objectives at the outfalls, in
responce to more extreme rainfall events.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the best Pareto front for both simulation scenarios. Gate
position for three chromosomes of each Pareto is presented in the top insets and the peak
water surface elevation reached at some dropshafts in the tunnel system is presented in the
bottom inset.
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The sluice gate position for the two boundary and the middle chromosome in each Pareto are
shown in the insets of Figure 4.8. As expected, the gates are mostly open for upper left chromosome,
and primarily close for the bottom right chromosome. For each chromosome in the Pareto the
maximum water surface elevation reached at four different locations of the Lawrence Avenue tunnel
is depicted in the bottom inset of Figure 4.8. Each set of blue and red dots represent the maximum
level reached at dropshafts 9, 7, 10 and 1 (see location in Figure 4.5 e and f) for the ambient and
climate change scenarios, respectively. Water surface elevation in the system were not affected by
climate change. It is worth to mention that once the peak water levels are reached at the connecting
structures, the level remained high for the rest of the duration of the storm event, resulting in a
longer period for potential flooding/ sewer backups.
From figure 4.8, three different slopes were identified in the Pareto fronts. Initially the slope of the
Pareto is steeper, the slope becomes less steep at point (3.5,2.77), and (4,3.18) and finally it flattened
down at a point (15,0.54) and (16,0.51), for ambient and climate change conditions, respectively.
This indicates that the increase in the reduction rate of BOD load to river is proportional to the
BOD load increase. For instance, for ambient conditions to reduce the BOD load from 2.6 Tons to
0.1 Tons 1.5 m3/s need to be diverted to the Mainstream tunnel system, while to reduce the BOD
load from from 18.5 Tons to 16 Tons only 0.17 m3/s need to be diverted. These difference is more
pronounced under climate change. Solutions corresponding to the steeper slope will be of interest
to decision makers who prefer low BOD discharges to the river while solutions on the mild slope
will be preferred by decision makers who are more interested in limiting the flow to the system
downstream.
4.4.3 Assessment of basement flooding potential
To asses the potential of basement flooding in the combined sewer system contributing to the
Lawrence Avenue tunnel the following information was utilized:
• The maximum water level reached at each dropshaft connecting structure during the storm
event. As observed in the bottom inset of Figure 4.8 the maximum water level at each drop-
shaft varies very little within the population of chromosomes. Therefore, only the maximum
level among all chromosomes was chosen for the analysis.
• The ground level for each manhole of the combined sewer was used (basement were assumed
to be at 2.5m from ground level).
• Storage curves (volume vs. depth) developed for the combined sewer network contributing
to each dropshaft of the LAUSS.
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Figure 4.9: Combined sewer area contributing to the Lawrence Avenue tunnel system.
Sewer manholes flooded during peak water elevations are shown in red.
Figure 4.9 shows the possible manholes of the system were basement level was surpassed by the
water level at the connecting structures. Based on the analysis only 2% of the manholes were
flooded for the simulated storm events. However these few flooded manholes might be affecting a
higher percentage of basements. To further asses the the percentage of the area in risk of basement
flooding more information of the actual level of the basements is required.
The percentage of the remaining combined sewer catchment capacity is estimated from the
maximum water level reached at each dropshaft and the catchment storage curves. The maximum
capacity of the sewer catchment is assumed to be at a level represented by the catchment’s mean
manhole ground level minus 2.5m (basement level). Both the maximum catchment volume and the
volume corresponding to the peak water level, are estimated from the storage curves for each sewer
catchment. With these volumes the percentage of the remaining volume capacity is calculated.
The results from these analysis are presented in Figure 4.10. For the simulated storm events, most
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Figure 4.10: Percentage of the remaining volume capacity in each combined sewer
catchment contributing to the dropshafts of the Lawrence Avenue tunnel system.
of the sewer catchments have large remaining capacity and in only three catchments the remaining
volume is less than 50%. Assessment of the whole combined sewer system capacity showed that
33% of the system’s volume is filled.
4.5 Conclusions
An approach is presented for the optimal operation of a combined urban drainage system that makes
it possible to search for solutions with respect to more than one objective. The approach was tested
on a small portion of the Chicago’s combined sewer and tunnel system which allows to demonstrate
the potential use and combination of multiobjective optimization and urban hydrologic-hydraulic
and water quality models for the analysis of operation strategies oriented to reduce pollutant load
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in urban drainage systems. This analysis provides valuable information for operators of the system
when dealing with CSO-and flooding instigating storms.
Optimal control of urban drainage systems involve multiple competing objectives, such as flood
control and reduction of CSOs pollutant emissions on receiving waters. For the system in Chicago
there is a third objective which is to maximize the storage capacity in the tunnel system but
preventing transient flow events. Only few studies have investigated the benefits of multi-objective
optimization in urban wastewater systems. To our knowledge this is the first study for the urban
drainage system in Chicago that uses a multiobjetive optimization approach to control both river
pollution, and flow to the tunnel system under extreme hydrologic conditions. Despite of limiting
the maximum gate position to 20%, results show that it is possible to optimize the system operation.
We found that by changing the gate position every 6 hours, both the BOD load to the river and the
flow rate to the TARP system could be minimized, as larger BOD loads and flows resulted for the
fix gate position scenarios. For both the September 2008 and climate change scenarios, adaptive
management for the operation prove to be successful in alleviating the pollutant load to the river
by giving priority to the most polluted water to be stored in the tunnel.
Urban flooding is an ongoing problem in many cities. The frequency and intensity of large storm
events has increased and it is expected to keep increasing. As a result, the capacity of the drainage
system has been more often overwhelmed. In this study an attempt to assess the effect of the
system operation in controlling basement flooding under ambient and climate change conditions
was presented. Results showed that under extreme hydrologic conditions the operation of the sluice
gate does not have a major effect on the risk of basement and street flooding. The potential flooded
manholes and the percentage of the remaining volume capacity in the combined sewer system was
not affected by the increased intensity predicted for the climate change scenario. Even though the
remaining capacity of the combined sewer system is not affected, larger storage capacity in the
tunnel system is needed to maintain similar constituent loads at the outfalls, in response to more
extreme rainfall events.
This study shows that it is possible to optimize a small portion of tunnel and reservoir plan
(TARP) in Chicago. Further research will be aimed at optimize the operation of the entire system
by subdividing it in smaller subsystems that interact with each other. Results obtained so far,
however, are encouraging and clearly demonstrate the potential application of urban drainage
models and optimization methods for the management of urban wastewater systems.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
Adaptive management for the operation of urban drainage systems is recommended to alleviate
both combined sewer overflows (CSOs) pollutant emissions on receiving waters and basement and
street flooding. This study evaluates potential operational strategies during extreme hydrologic
conditions using an integrated hydrologic-hydraulic and water quality modeling framework coupled
with an evolutionary multiobjective optimization algorithm.
• A hydrologic and hydraulic modeling framework for combined sewer overflow predictions
was first implemented. This framework combines a robust probabilistic model ”IUHM” to
predict the hydrologic response of the combined sewer system with a hydraulic model ”TXC”
developed to simulate the flow through the dropshafts, the deep tunnel and outfall structures.
The ability of IUHM to provide good estimations of the runoff hydrograph of combined sewer
systems using only a sub-sample of the entire network poses an advantage over deterministic
models that require more information and computational effort. Likewise, the TXC hydraulic
model provides reliable results in terms of volume, frequency and duration of CSOs as well
as water levels in the tunnel system. This model uses a stepwise-steady routing approach
based on: i) the energy and momentum equations applied to conduit hydraulics, and ii) the
continuity equation for solving chamber levels and system storage. TXC accounts for storage
at the nodes (or chambers), where routing takes place, however, no routing is considered
in the pipes. This is the main limitation compared to full unsteady models. Nevertheless,
the implemented hydrologic and hydraulic framework is capable of predicting the frequency
volume and duration of CSOs as well as the widely accepted SWMM and Infoworks models
and is comparable to existing duration records.
• In this study the hydrologic and hydraulic modeling framework was extended to include the
water quality component. A probabilistic analytic approach ”IUHM-WQ” was developed to
estimate the fate and transport of non-conservative constituents in highly urbanized areas.
This model extended the IUHM formulations to include non-conservative constituent trans-
port by using analytic solutions for the fate and transport of biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD) and dissolved oxygen (DO) from the Streeter and Phelps model. IUHM-WQ proved
to be an effective tool that predicts the BOD concentration in combined sewer networks as
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well as the widely accepted SWMM model and is comparable to BOD measurements in the
field. The promising results obtained in urban watersheds, suggests that this approach could
be an important alternative to model the fate and transport of non-conservative constituents
in other fields such as watershed hydrology and biochemistry.
• The hydraulic and water quality model was coupled with an evolutionary multiobjective
optimization algorithm to evaluate optimization strategies for a portion of the urban drainage
system in Chicago. To my knowledge this is the first study that takes into account the water
quality of the CSOs, the discharge to the tunnel system and the system storage capacity for
the optimization of the system. Application of the coupled model to a small portion of the
Chicago’s combined sewer and tunnel system during extreme hydrologic conditions proved
that adaptive management for the operation of the sluice gate is successful in alleviating
the pollutant load to the river by giving priority to the most polluted water to be stored in
the tunnel system. However, the operation of the gate does not have a major effect on the
risk of basement and street flooding. A simulation to include the effect of climate change in
the operation of the system showed that more storage capacity is needed in the tunnel to
maintain similar constituent loads at the outfall, in response to more extreme rainfall events.
Implications: The presented model, is an example that clearly demonstrates the potential applica-
tion of urban drainage models and optimization methods for the management of urban wastewater
systems. In particular, there are two main potential implications of this study in the area of Urban
Drainage:
• The urban water quality model developed in this study ”IUHM-WQ” represents a new alter-
native to simulate the fate and transport of non-conservative pollutants in urban watersheds.
While the probabilistic approach in this model reproduce the same outcomes as deterministic
models it reduces the computational time, requires less information and has the ability to
track uncertainty in the predicted response. In particular, IUHM-WQ will be appropriate for
urban watersheds with limited and uncertain input data, which is the case for many drainage
systems throughout the world. We believe that IUHM-WQ could become one of the most
novel models for the simulation of non-conservative constituents in urban watersheds.
• The optimization approach developed in this study highlights the importance of including
the water quality of the CSOs for urban drainage management. This approach is novel and
provides a holistic framework to capture not only water volumes but also water quality. This
approach is particularly important for extreme rainfall conditions such as those expected
under climate change in order to reduce the impact in the receiving waters. Therefore, I
believe this framework could become the basis for urban drainage systems management in
the coming years.
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CHAPTER 6
FUTURE WORK
This section introduces improvements in the hydrologic-water quality model that will help to gen-
erate broader management strategies for the combined sewer system. Numerical improvements
to the hydraulic model to help reduce computational time, are summarized. Finally, numerical
improvements and more simulation scenarios and that may help improve the optimization analysis
are discussed.
6.1 Hydrologic and water quality improvements
• Uncertainty Analysis:Modeling the water quality in combined sewer system involves many
highly uncertain parameters. On both overland regions and in sewer systems, different con-
stituents (soluble or particulate) can deposit, erode and transport at uncertain rates. For
instance, in IUHM-WQ for the oveland region the buildup and washoff model is used. This
model contains highly uncertain parameters such as the maximum accumulation rate in dry
periods and the wash off coefficient. Moreover, if measurements are not available there is big
uncertainties in the dry weather flow constituent concentration and time patters. To track
and to reduce water quality model uncertainty caused by variance in the water quality input
parameters (i.e dry weather flow constituent concentration, catchment buildup-washoff pa-
rameters), the current ability of IUHM to quantify the uncertainty in the predicted response
should be further exploited.
• Effect of BMP and control strategies in the water quality response of the sewer
system: Many cities are now opting for green infrastructure and best management practices
to reduce and delay the peak and volume of stormwater runoff. Chicago for instance has
invested great efforts to make it a greener city and has adopted a ’rain blocker’ mechanism
to restrict the amount of flow that enters the combined sewer. This changes in the urban
system will not only impact the hydrologic response but also as the travel time through the
system is expected to increase the constituent transport would certainly be affected. The
current version of IUHM-WQ could be adapted to account for these changes. Moreover, the
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impact of street cleaning and other constituent removal control strategies in the impervious
areas on the water quality response of the sewer catchment could be further explored with
simple modifications in IUHM-WQ.
• Extension of the model capabilities to include a sediment phase:Currently the
hydrologic and water quality model for the combined sewer system is able to simulate the
fate and transport of BOD and DO. However, one of the biggest assumptions in the model
is that only the water phase is considered thus ignoring the sediment and biofilm phase.
Sewer sediments may restrict flows and are a major source of constituents during storm
events [Crabtree et al., 1995]. For instance, dry weather flow deposition in combined sewers
could be as much as 5 − 30% of daily solids and pollutants [Ashley et al., 2003]. Different
degradation processes and chemical reactions occur in the biofilm that may alter the fate of
the constituents in the pipe. Thus, to include the sediment and biofilm phase in the current
version of IUHM-WQ is an important step that should be accomplish to have more reliable
results. Nevertheless, sediment loads in both the catchments and pipes would be required for
model calibration and validation.
• Extension of the model capabilities to the full advection equation for constituent
transport : IUHM-WQ routes constituents through the sewer system using the kinematic
wave equations and the Streeter and Phelps model. The full advection-dispersion equation or
advection only to transport constituents within the sewer system could be used instead. For
instance, the current version of model uses an analytic expression based on the travel time
for each path to calculate the final constituent concentration at the catchment outlet; instead
the advection equation can be solved individually for each state (overland or conduit) in the
path. Even though, this approach might lead to better results, it is certainly computational
more expensive.
• Extension of the model capabilities to other decaying constituents:The fate of other
important constituents such as total coliforms, fecal coliforms, nitrates among others could
be easily implemented in the current version of IUHM-WQ. However, the more constituents
to be model the more input data and parameters needed to calibrate and validate the model.
Monitoring and sampling are expensive but necessary to improve the accuracy of water
quality modeling. Most of the water quality parameters are specif to the area of study and
may not be transferable to studies in other areas. All the reasons drive the need for not only
regular constituent sampling but also on-line monitoring (continuous highly temporal data)
at different location of the sewer network including CSOs outfalls.
• Enhancement of the existing IUHM GUI: The existing graphical user interface for
IUHM could be extended to include all the necessary parameters required for the water
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quality modeling. First, dry weather flow constituent concentration and time patterns need
to be added. Additionally, a new window for the constituents parameters containing: name,
units, decay coefficient and buildup and washoff coefficients, would need to be built. The
option for adding a time series of the temporal variation of the constituent concentration in
the overland region or dry weather flow could be available for cases were direct measurements
exist so there is no need to use the model to calculate it.
6.2 Hydraulic improvements
• Computational Time: Even though speed improvements including dynamic time step
within the simulation and reduced iterations by using an improved initial guess of the chamber
level, have been implemented in the TXC model, there is still room for improvement. In
particular, the time step gets very small (increasing simulation time) when the level in the
chambers is very close to the level at the downstream boundary conditions (river, tunnel).
Some tests that could help to overcome this problem are: i) increase the tolerance for level
convergence, and ii) limit the number of iterations.
The current computational time for a 96 hours simulation of the LAUSS system is about
3 minutes. The use of evolutionary algorithms to optimize the system operation requires
multiple simulations (i.e 100 generations, 50 simulations per generation). As a result, the
large computational time becomes a limiting factor in the optimization process. If changes
to the hydraulic model allow for faster run times, the computational time required for the
optimization model will be largely reduced.
• Extension of the model capabilities to a system with multiple junctions: Another
limitation of the hydraulic model is that at present it can only solve dendritic networks.
Extending the model capabilities to a system with multiple junctions would allow to represent
complex geometries (networks, loops ) accurately. Thus, it will be possible to use the model
to simulate not only the tunnel network but also interceptors and sewers which are generally
lopped networks. This will allow to have more accurate estimations of the extend of street
and basement flooding in the combined sewer network.
• Extension of the model capabilities to simulate the river hydraulics: Currently the
model simulates the river as a stage boundary condition. However, the model could be easily
modified to simultaneously solve the river with a simplified 1D steady state model. In that
way the tunnel and river system are modeled in an integrated manner.
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6.3 Optimization improvements
This study shows the application of a multiobjective evolutionary approach in combination with ur-
ban water quality and hydraulic model to optimize the operation of a small section of the combined
sewer area and tunnel system in Chicago during extreme hydrologic conditions.
• Computational Time: One of the biggest limitations of the optimization process is the
large computational time that it currently demands. It is often desired to: i) test the effect
of the population size and number of generations in the final solution of the optimization
problem,and ii) use the optimization model for various storm events and operation scenar-
ios. Both of these tasks require running the optimization model multiple times. Therefore,
it becomes necessary to parallelize the optimization model, so multiple individuals of one
population could run simultaneously.
• Extension to a larger spatial scale: Promising results were found from the optimization
analysis in the small case study presented in this thesis. The next step would be then to
optimize a large system by subdividing it in smaller subsystems that interact with each other.
Application of optimization techniques such as dynamic programming might be a good option
to explore for this task.
• Extended analysis to IDF curves: Currently the optimization model is used to analyze
historical extreme storm events using one operator decision period. The analysis should be
extend to account for the effect of different operator decision periods (1h, 2h, 4h, etc) in
the final Pareto. This will guide operators in selecting how frequent the sluice gate position
needs to be adjusted for a particular storm event. Further research will be aimed at testing
the optimization methodology for different design storm events to find a set of Pareto curves
based on the storm intensity duration and return period. The ultimate goal would be to have
a set of responses of the system to a large suite of storm events that could guide decision
making. In particular, when dealing with CSO and flooding instigating storms.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE STREETER-PHELPS
EQUATIONS IMPLEMENTED IN IUHM-WQ
The Streeter-Phelps model (SPM) [Streeter and Phelps, 1925] is a simplified and well-known ana-
lytical model used to simulate the oxygen cycle. The model assumes that the BOD concentration
remaining at any time, t, since release will follow the first order reaction:
dCBOD
dt
= −krCBOD, (A.1)
where the reaction rate constant kr, accounts for both the bioconsumption of dissolved BOD, kd,
and the removal of BOD by sedimentation, ks. Integrating Equation A.1 gives the BOD as function
of time as:
CBOD = CBOD0 exp(−krt), (A.2)
where CBOD0 is the BOD concentration remaining at time t = 0, and CBOD is the remaining BOD
concentration at time t since the release.
As we are not considering a sediment phase we assumed that ks is embedded in kd. So kr = kd.
Equation A.2 can be generalized to obtain the remaining concentration of BOD at the downstream
end of each path w at time t, represented by the following equation:
CBODfinal (w, t) = CBOD0 (w, t) exp
(
−kd
m∑
i=1
τi(t)
)
. (A.3)
where, m is the number of states through each path; CBOD0 (w, t) is the initial BOD concentration
at the upstream end of each path w at time t; CBODfinal (w, t) represents the BOD concentration
at the downstream end of each path w at time t; τi(t) is the mean travel time at time t for each
state of the path w; and kd is the decay constant. It depends of the nature of the waste. Common
values for untreated wastewater are between 0.35 d−1 to 0.7 d−1 [Chin, 2006] and is affected by the
temperature of the water
The transport and fate of dissolved oxygen, is described by the following equation:
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∂CDO
∂t
+ V
∂CDO
∂x︸ ︷︷ ︸
advective−flux
=
∂
∂x
(
kL
∂CDO
∂x
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
dispersive−flux
− kdCBOD︸ ︷︷ ︸
bio deg radation
+ ka (Cs − CDO)︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaeration
, (A.4)
where CDO is the dissolved oxygen concentration, V is the mean flow velocity, KL is the longitu-
dinal dispersion coefficient, x is the coordinate measurement along the length, ka is the reaeration
coefficient, and Cs is the oxygen saturation concentration and it is temperature dependent, the
formula from APHA (American Public Health Association) [1992] was used in the model.
Assuming steady state and that the dispersive flux is much smaller than the advective flux, Equation
A.4 simplifies to:
V
∂CDO
∂x
= −kdCBOD + ka (Cs − CDO) . (A.5)
To solve Equation A.5 analytically, it is more convenient to use oxygen deficit D instead of oxygen
concentration.
D = Cs − CDO. (A.6)
Replacing Equation A.6 into Equation A.5 we obtain the following equation:
∂D
∂x
=
(
kd
V
)
CBOD −
(
ka
V
)
D. (A.7)
The analytical solution of Equation A.7 is:
D (t) =
kdCBOD0
ka − kr [exp(−krt)− exp(−kat)] +D0 exp(−kat), (A.8)
where D (t) is the oxygen deficit at time t, and D0 is the initial oxygen deficit at time t.
Assuming that kd equals kr, Equation A.8 can be generalized to obtain the remaining oxygen deficit
at the downstream end of each path w at time t, represented by the following equation:
Dfinal(w, t) =
kdCBOD0(w, t)
kam(t)− kd
exp
(
−kd
m∑
i=1
τi(t)
)
− kdCBOD0(w, t)
ka0(t)− kd
exp
(
−
m∑
i=1
τi(t)kai(t)
)
+Do(w, t) exp
(
−
m∑
i=1
τi(t)kai(t)
)
−
m−1∑
j=1
(kdCBOD0(w, t)
kaj+1(t)− kd
− kdCBOD0(w, t)
kaj (t)− kd
)
exp
−kd j∑
i=1
τi(t)−
m∑
i=j+1
kai(t)τi(t)
, (A.9)
where D0(w, t) is the initial oxygen deficit at the upstream end of each path w at time t; Dfinal(w, t)
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is the oxygen deficit at the downstream end of each path w at time t; ka(t) is the reaeration
coefficient at time t and varies for each state of the path depending on the velocity and depth for
case of conduit state [Huisman et al., 2004].
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APPENDIX B
DRY WEATHER FLOW AND WATER QUALITY
CONSTITUENT CONCENTRATION ESTIMATION
To determine the base dry weather flow, the population of each service area based on Illinois census
records [U.S. Census Bureau, 2010] and previous studies [Miller and Schmidt, 2010, Waite et al.,
2002] is multiplied by a mean per capital flow of wastewater and multipliers for the time of the
day and month of the year. The per-capital flow was estimated using potable water use data for
selected municipalities in Chicago. This factor and the flow multipliers were taken from the special
contributing areas loading program (SCALP)[USACE, 1986] developed for Chicago by the United
States Army Corps of Engineers.
A summary of the catchment input parameters including the dry weather flow for CDS-51 and
DDS-4445, as well as the dry weather flow monthly and hourly time patterns, is presented in Table
B.1 and Table B.2, respectively.
Table B.1: Summary of catchment input parameters
Order Ni Lci Sci Di Soi Ai Impi Ninlets Pop.i PerCapita DWFi
i m mm ha % Flow m3/s m3/s
CDS-51
1 449 62 0.0048 330 0.0112 0.4050 57 0.68 22 1.1E-05 0.0002
2 157 60 0.0036 463 0.0011 0.4972 58 0.85 27 1.1E-05 0.0003
3 57 75 0.0019 718 0.0114 0.4173 58 0.72 23 1.1E-05 0.0003
4 51 64 0.0015 1181 0.0104 0.5280 74 1.2 29 1.1E-05 0.0004
5 8 99 0.0015 2058 0.01 0.7238 60 1.6 40 1.1E-05 0.0005
DDS-4445-1
1 109 63 0.0076 303.39 0.0003 0.5785 40 1.74 10 5.5E-06 5.4E-05
2 35 63 0.002 462.28 0.0002 0.7130 40 1.91 12 5.5E-06 6.6E-05
3 25 75 0.0026 908.30 0.0003 0.4741 40 1.28 8 5.5E-06 4.4E-05
4 4 53 0.001 1219.20 0.0007 0.2749 40 0.25 5 5.5E-06 2.6E-05
DDS-4445-2
1 35 62 0.008 290.51 0.00028 0.6525 40 1.4 11 5.5E-06 6.1E-05
2 10 81 0.0045 434.62 0.00023 0.6013 40 2.8 10 5.5E-06 5.6E-05
3 8 57 0.0024 660.41 0.00024 0.5687 40 2.25 10 5.5E-06 5.3E-05
DDS-4445-3
1 8 74 0.0088 249.76 0.0003 0.4970 40 2.25 8 5.5E-06 4.6E-05
2 4 33 0.0049 381 0.0002 0.2847 40 2 5 5.5E-06 2.6E-05
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Table B.2: Dry weather flow time pattern ratios
Month Flow BOD BOD DO Temp. Time Flow BOD Time Flow BOD
CDS-51 DDS-4445
Jan 0.92 0.95 1.22 2.18 0.82 1:00 0.72 0.545 13:00 1.16 1.49
Feb 0.94 0.89 1.18 3.04 0.79 2:00 0.71 0.392 14:00 1.16 1.37
Mar 1.03 0.83 1.09 2.13 0.82 3:00 0.7 0.288 15:00 1.16 1.27
Apr 1.04 0.91 1.02 1.15 0.9 4:00 0.7 0.208 16:00 1.14 1.23
May 1.04 0.91 1.14 0.61 1.01 5:00 0.71 0.193 17:00 1.14 1.25
Jun 1.08 1.11 0.97 0.37 1.11 6:00 0.88 0.283 18:00 1.12 1.33
Jul 1.1 1.14 0.61 0.27 1.18 7:00 1.04 0.476 19:00 1.1 1.44
Aug 1.09 0.98 0.77 0.23 1.22 8:00 1.12 0.704 20:00 1.07 1.49
Sep 1.01 1.01 1.05 0.24 1.18 9:00 1.14 1.091 21:00 1.03 1.413
Oct 0.93 1.25 1.04 0.24 1.11 10:00 1.14 1.423 22:00 0.98 1.23
Nov 0.92 0.99 0.92 0.35 0.97 11:00 1.15 1.626 23:00 0.9 1.00
Dec 0.9 1.06 1.01 1.19 0.89 12:00 1.17 1.612 0:00 0.86 0.71
The mean DWF concentration of BOD and the monthly time pattern was estimated from daily
historical records of BOD5 concentrations measured at the entrance of the Calumet Water Recla-
mation Plant (CWRP) and Stickney Water Reclamation Plant (SWRP) for CDS-51 and DDS-4445,
respectively. The waste water flowing to the WRP comes from a series of interceptors. During wet
weather periods, this flow is mainly combined and its BOD concentration is diluted. In order to
remove effects of storm events within the data, BOD values for the days with rainfall were excluded
along with the following three days to allow sufficient time for the storm to flush through the sys-
tem. The remaining daily BOD values were then used to calculate the overall mean and monthly
means. A mean BOD5 of 126.35mg/l and 91.6mg/l was obtained for CDS-51 and DDS-4445,
respectively. The monthly means were converted to a multiplier ratio with the average value to
incorporate a monthly time pattern. In addition, a typical hourly variation of BOD in domestic
wastewater was adopted from Metcalf & Eddy [1991] as hourly time patter. Figure B.1 shows the
total daily rainfall and mean daily BOD5 concentration of the wastewater flow entering the CWRP
for the October 2000 to May 2014 period. The excerpt box on the left shows a close-up view to
illustrate the BOD5 for dry weather periods, and the excerpt box on the right shows the mean and
monthly time patterns of BOD5.
The mean DWF DO concentration and the monthly time pattern for both catchments were
obtained from a report prepared by AECOM [2015]. The DO data in the report was obtained
from daily raw concentrations at the North Side Water Reclamation Plant (NSWRP), while the
temperature data was obtained from daily raw measurements at the Stickney Water Reclamation
Plant (SWRP). Both data sets include data taken between 2007 to 2008. A summary of the mean
values of DWF BOD and DO concentration utilized in the simulation are presented in Table 3.2 in
chapter 3.
For the BOD overland concentration two approaches were considered: i) event mean concentra-
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Figure B.1: ISWS total daily rainfall records and daily MWRD BOD5 concentration
records measured at the Calumet Water Reclamation Plant from October 2000 to May
2014. The inset on the left shows a close up to illustrate the BOD5 concentrations for dry
weather periods, and the inset on the right shows the mean and monthly time pattern of
BOD5 concentration.
tion (EMC), ii) BOD buildup and washoff (B&W) mechanisms in overland regions. For the first
approach a constant concentration was estimated based on the amount of total BOD washed off
the overland region and the total runoff rate for each storm event. For the second approach, the
exponential buildup and washoff Equations B.1-B.3 were used.
Buildup and washoff equations and parameters
Buildup = B1 ×
(
1− e−B2t) (B.1)
Washoff(t) = −W1 × rW2 ×M(t) (B.2)
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M(t+ ∆t) = M(t)× e−W1 r(t)
W2+r(t+∆t)W2
2
×∆t, (B.3)
where Buildup is the mass of constituent accumulated in the catchment at the beginning of the
storm, B1 is the maximum possible constituent buildup in the catchment, B2 is the buildup rate
constant, Washoff is the constituent load washed off at time t, W1 is the washoff coefficient, r is
the runoff rate, W2 washoff exponent, and M(t) is the quantity of constituent available for washoff
at time t. Equations B.1 - B.3 are implemented in IUHM-WQ to calculate the mass and constituent
concentration for the impervious overland region at each time step. This approach is based on the
well known SWMM model [Rossman, 2010]. Table B.3 summarizes the values assigned to each of
the parameters in these equations.
Table B.3: Summary of BOD buildup washoff parameters used in the simulations
Parameter Unit Value
B1
∗ [kg/ha] 6
B2
∗ [d−1] 0.15
W1
+
[(
h
mm
)W2 1
s
]
10
W2
+ - 1
*From Muschalla et al. [2006]; +From Huber and Dickinson [1992]
The BOD concentration used in IUHM-WQ for the overland region of CDS-51 and DDS-4445
for different storm events is summarized in Table B.4.
Table B.4: Summary of overland flow BOD concentration
Order i Ai BODi # Dry Days BODBuildupi BODmassi
ha mg/l kg/ha kg
CDS-51 August 2007
1 181.86 33.86 8.50 4.32 786.27
2 78.06 33.86 8.50 4.32 337.50
3 23.79 33.86 8.50 4.32 102.84
4 26.93 33.86 8.50 4.32 116.42
5 5.79 33.86 8.50 4.32 25.04
CDS-51 January 2008
1 181.86 9.47 6.30 3.68 668.97
2 78.06 9.47 6.30 3.68 287.15
3 23.79 9.47 6.30 3.68 87.50
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4 26.93 9.47 6.30 3.68 99.05
5 5.79 9.47 6.30 3.68 21.30
DDS-4445-1 June 1995
1 63.05722377 39.37 5 3.17 199.63
2 24.9546365 39.37 5 3.17 79.00
3 11.85132717 39.37 5 3.17 37.52
4 1.099591014 39.37 5 3.17 3.48
DDS-4445-2 June 1995
1 22.83706941 39.37 5 3.17 72.30
2 6.013447905 39.37 5 3.17 19.04
3 4.549466846 39.37 5 3.17 14.40
DDS-4445-3 June 1995
1 3.976143794 36.51 5 3.17 12.59
2 1.138621685 36.51 5 3.17 3.60
DDS-4445-1 November 1995
1 63.05722377 7.39 3 2.17 137.10
2 24.9546365 7.39 3 2.17 54.26
3 11.85132717 7.39 3 2.17 25.77
4 1.099591014 7.39 3 2.17 2.39
DDS-4445-2 November 1995
1 22.83706941 7.39 3 2.17 49.65
2 6.013447905 7.39 3 2.17 13.07
3 4.549466846 7.39 3 2.17 9.89
DDS-4445-3 November 1995
1 3.976143794 6.44 3 2.17 8.65
2 1.138621685 6.44 3 2.17 2.48
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APPENDIX C
SUMMARY OF THE CDS-51 CATCHMENT PATH
PROBABILITIES
The 48 flow and constituent path probabilities for catchment CDS-51 are summarized in Table C.1.
Table C.1: IUHM-WQ Path Probabilities for CDS-51
Pervious Paths
Pxo1,perv → Pxo1,pervxo1,imp → Pxo1,impxc1 → Pxc1xc2 → Pxc2xc3 → Pxc3xc4 → Pxc4xc5
Pxo1,perv → Pxo1,pervxo1,imp → Pxo1,impxc1 → Pxc1xc2 → Pxc2xc3 → Pxc3xc5
Pxo1,perv → Pxo1,pervxo1,imp → Pxo1,impxc1 → Pxc1xc2 → Pxc2xc4 → Pxc4xc5
Pxo1,perv → Pxo1,pervxo1,imp → Pxo1,impxc1 → Pxc1xc3 → Pxc3xc4 → Pxc4xc5
Pxo2,perv → Pxo2,pervxo2,imp → Pxo2,impxc2 → Pxc2xc3 → Pxc3xc4 → Pxc4xc5
Pxo1,perv → Pxo1,pervxo1,imp → Pxo1,impxc1 → Pxc1xc2 → Pxc2xc5
Pxo1,perv → Pxo1,pervxo1,imp → Pxo1,impxc1 → Pxc1xc3 → Pxc3xc5
Pxo1,perv → Pxo1,pervxo1,imp → Pxo1,impxc1 → Pxc1xc4 → Pxc4xc5
Pxo2,perv → Pxo2,pervxo2,imp → Pxo2,impxc2 → Pxc2xc3 → Pxc3xc5
Pxo2,perv → Pxo2,pervxo2,imp → Pxo2,impxc2 → Pxc2xc4 → Pxc4xc5
Pxo3,perv → Pxo3,pervxo3,imp → Pxo3,impxc3 → Pxc3xc4 → Pxc4xc5
Pxo1,perv → Pxo1,pervxo1,imp → Pxo1,impxc1 → Pxc1xc5
Pxo2,perv → Pxo2,pervxo2,imp → Pxo2,impxc2 → Pxc2xc5
Pxo3,perv → Pxo3,pervxo3,imp → Pxo3,impxc3 → Pxc3xc5
Pxo4,perv → Pxo4,pervxo4,imp → Pxo4,impxc4 → Pxc4xc5
Pxo5,perv → Pxo5,pervxo5,imp → Pxo5,impxc5 → Pxc4xc5
Impervious Paths
Pxo1,imp → Pxo1,impxc1 → Pxc1xc2 → Pxc2xc3 → Pxc3xc4 → Pxc4xc5
Pxo1,imp → Pxo1,impxc1 → Pxc1xc2 → Pxc2xc3 → Pxc3xc5
Pxo1,imp → Pxo1,impxc1 → Pxc1xc2 → Pxc2xc4 → Pxc4xc5
Pxo1,imp → Pxo1,impxc1 → Pxc1xc2 → Pxc2xc3 → Pxc3xc4 → Pxc4xc5
Pxo2,imp → Pxo2,impxc2 → Pxc2xc3 → Pxc3xc4 → Pxc4xc5
Pxo1,imp → Pxo1,impxc1 → Pxc1xc2 → Pxc2xc5
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Pxo1,imp → Pxo1,impxc1 → Pxc1xc3 → Pxc3xc5
Pxo1,imp → Pxo1,impxc1 → Pxc1xc4 → Pxc4xc5
Pxo2,imp → Pxo2,impxc2 → Pxc2xc3 → Pxc3xc5
Pxo2,imp → Pxo2,impxc2 → Pxc2xc4 → Pxc4xc5
Pxo3,imp → Pxo3,impxc3 → Pxc3xc4 → Pxc4xc5
Pxo1,imp → Pxo1,impxc1 → Pxc1xc5
Pxo2,imp → Pxo2,impxc2 → Pxc2xc5
Pxo3,imp → Pxo3,impxc3 → Pxc3xc5
Pxo4,imp → Pxo4,impxc4 → Pxc4xc5
Pxo5,imp → Pxo5,imp → Pxo5,impxc5
Dry Weather Flow Paths
PxDWF1 → PxDWF 1xc1 → Pxc1xc2 → Pxc2xc3 → Pxc3xc4 → Pxc4xc5
PxDWF1 → PxDWF 1xc1 → Pxc1xc2 → Pxc2xc3 → Pxc3xc5
PxDWF1 → PxDWF 1xc1 → Pxc1xc2 → Pxc2xc4 → Pxc4xc5
PxDWF1 → PxDWF 1xc1 → Pxc1xc3 → Pxc3xc4 → Pxc4xc5
PxDWF2 → PxDWF 2xc2 → Pxc2xc3 → Pxc3xc4 → Pxc4xc5
PxDWF1 → PxDWF 1xc1 → Pxc1xc2 → Pxc2xc5
PxDWF1 → PxDWF 1xc1 → Pxc1xc3 → Pxc3xc5
PxDWF1 → PxDWF 1xc1 → Pxc1xc4 → Pxc4xc5
PxDWF2 → PxDWF 2xc2 → Pxc2xc3 → Pxc3xc5
PxDWF2 → PxDWF 2xc2 → Pxc2xc4 → Pxc4xc5
PxDWF3 → PxDWF 3xc3 → Pxc3xc4 → Pxc4xc5
PxDWF1 → PxDWF 1xc1 → Pxc1xc5
PxDWF2 → PxDWF 2xc2 → Pxc2xc5
PxDWF3 → PxDWF 3xc3 → Pxc3xc5
PxDWF4 → PxDWF 4xc4 → Pxc4xc5
PxDWF5 → PxDWF 5xc5
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